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From
the Chair
Where would
we be?
It was the beginning of 2005. I had just
commenced working at the regional school
our two sons attended in Queensland. My
job was to set up a Development Office as
part of the school’s 25th year – something I
was completely unqualified to complete.
My first task was to familiarise myself
with the Position Description for my role.
It was the only item in the otherwise
empty ‘In Tray’ on my desk. As I read
through the document, with the numerous
tasks under the headings of Marketing,
Communications & Publications,
Fundraising, Alumni, Volunteers, and
Management of the Registrar staff, I began
to despair at finding even one task that I
could safely commence.
The last heading of my Position
Description was titled ‘General’ and one of
the tasks listed was the following:

Undertake active
membership of the
Association of Development
Professionals in Education
(ADAPE).
Desperately keen to get at least ‘one run
on the board’, I picked up the phone and
contacted ADAPE (now Educate Plus)
to enquire about becoming a member
and how the organisation could assist
me in my role. Where would I be now if
my institution did not have the foresight
to include such a requirement into
the Position Description for my newly
established role?
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As members of Educate Plus, you do
not need to hear any more of my story.
Your personal experiences with this
organisation would all be similar in some
way to mine.
For those who attended our biennial
International Conference on the Gold
Coast, the very best of Educate Plus was
on display. Delegates benefitting from
outstanding sessions across all 4 pillars
and specific streams for the tertiary
and school sectors; meeting up with old
friends and colleagues or establishing
new ones; having fun together at the
various social gatherings; seeing the best
of our profession through the Awards
presentations; and engaging with our
highly supportive sponsors and exhibitors.
I noted with a sense of irony that many
of the people who helped me in those
early days of my career in education
advancement were at the Gold Coast
conference. A number of them were
speakers, others were encouraging new
members or welcoming ‘first-timers’ to our
conference – each of them still passionate
about our profession and the contribution
they make to their institutions.

Active Membership
My employer never did define what ‘active
membership’ of Educate Plus looked like
– but my Head was very supportive of my
involvement and encouraged me to take
any opportunity that arose to serve the
organisation. He understood the benefit
to me as a professional and, ultimately, the
school as an educational institution, of a
high level of engagement with experienced
practitioners in the various roles within
such a member-based organisation.

Can I encourage you to consider what
‘active membership’ would look like for
you? Maybe it is to nominate for a position
on your Chapter Committee; take a role on
the committee organising your Chapter
Conference in 2017; offer your institution
to host Chapter PD sessions or SIGs; or
mentor new members to Educate Plus
in your area of expertise. So much of
what we do relies on volunteer work by
our members.
Our organisation has a legacy of
members who have given abundantly may I suggest they have been enriched
personally even more than the colleagues
they have served.
As your Board prepares the next Educate
Plus Strategic Plan, in 2017, can I also
encourage you to provide us with your
input to this process. Your considered
input to the Member Survey, distributed
recently, would be very much appreciated
- the future planning for our organisation
will be largely based on this member
feedback.
On behalf of the Board, thank you for
your ongoing support and your ‘active
membership’ of this very special
organisation. May your involvement in
Educate Plus be as rewarding as mine has
been over the last 12 years.

John Collins F.Edplus
Board Chair
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From
the CEO
Well another year has quickly passed
by and our organisation continues to go
from strength to strength. Membership is
now over 1500 and we have experienced
a highly successful and completely
sold out International Conference. The
unofficial theme for this conference
was ‘Transforming Lives’ as each of our
members fulfils this in their everyday
work – either directly or indirectly. It is
this transformational vision that makes
members and their institutions successful
and able to fulfil their mission to develop
the gifts and talents of those who attend or
invest in their institutions. Judging by the
incredibly positive feedback received from
all who attended the conference, this goal
was well and truly achieved.

Organisations however, can never rest
on their laurels and must continually
strive for improvement and adapt to
changing circumstances and economic
climates. This is certainly the case for
our conferences, with the post conference
surveys providing some great suggestions
to further enhance future events. The
Board is also now beginning its work
on our next Strategic Plan. Informing
and guiding them will be the feedback
gained from the comprehensive member
survey currently being undertaken. The
last of these was done in 2011, so it will
be interesting to compare the metrics
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to ascertain how the organisation is
performing and what areas it needs to
work on.
The member survey will also be looking
at the Chapters and analysing how their
structure and services are performing. It is
my observation that the Chapter structure
has never been stronger. Committees
have strong and diverse representation,
with many people putting their hand up
to serve. Whilst we may take on more
professional staff, this culture of members
volunteering to serve our organisation has
been very much part of ADAPE/Educate
Plus over the past 30 years and it is one
that I believe is imperative for our future.
This year has also been a monumental one
for our New Zealand members. In the past
few months they have agreed to formally
amalgamate with the rest of the Australian
Chapters. Unitarian organisations are
shown to be far easier to manage and more
efficient in their operations and it is hoped
this will certainly be the case for our NZ
colleagues. New Zealand has also been
selected to host the next International
Conference with long serving members
and Trevor Wigney winners, Carolyn
Prebble and Debbie Cook offering to assist
as co-hosts for the event. Planning is well
under way with the Sky City complex
booked and the first Executive Committee
meeting occurring this November.

in 2013 and now 85%. What was of some
concern was the gap opening up for gender
equality in terms of people fulfilling the
same role. The issue of Gender Diversity
and Women in Leadership is something
a number of our members were keen to
discuss and attempt to address. This
had my full support and subsequently
we established a panel session at the
International Conference to examine
the key issues and investigate strategies
to address this. Special thanks to Penny
Bowman, Clare Pullar, Professor Polly
Parker and Lea Walker Franks for
driving this.
As the year draws to a close, I would like
to take the opportunity to thank all those
who have given of their time and talent to
serve our organisation. Whether this be
on the Board, the Conference Committee
or the various Chapter Committees, our
organisation is all the stronger for your
efforts. I wish you all the very best for
the remainder of the year and trust the
Christmas break will provide you with
rest and relaxation and the special time to
celebrate the special gifts of family
and friends.

Neil McWhannell JP GAICD
CEO Educate Plus

During the year we conducted our biennial
Salary and Conditions survey. This is
always well subscribed and this year
was no different, with a record number of
people completing the survey. Interesting
observations coming out of this was the
ever increasing percentage of women
in our profession. This has continued to
grow in every survey: 73% in 2011, 77%
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WHY?
MENTORING.
Mentoring is a topical subject in all walks of life…
...and for younger people the benefit of receiving Life Mentoring from someone who
is neither their parent nor their employer is very powerful.
WHAT?

THE GAP TO BE FILLED:
MOST SCHOOLS and ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS are aware of the
importance of Mentoring but are not sure about what to do and how to go about it.
Mondo Mentor fills that gap.

MONDO MENTOR is a unique Mentoring Programme for School and
College Alumni, whereby we help your School or College run a structured 6-month
programme engaging older Alumni as Mentors and younger Alumni as Mentees.
HOW?

Mondo Mentor manages the Marketing of the Programme to potential
Mentors and Mentees in your School or College, and coordinates the Application and
Matching Process.
We launch the Programme and provide the professional support, guidance,
training and materials to run a successful Programme.

THE BENEFITS:
To the School or College: Re-engagement, kudos, inspiration,
community re-enforcement
To the Alumni Association: A tangible value-add beyond social and
sporting activities
For Mentors: A tremendous way to give back and
contribute, and to learn a structured
process and skills for Mentoring
For Mentees: Reconnection with the School/College
Community as well as gaining real
insights from wise council
CONTACT:

Contact Michael Light on +61 402 237 721, at
michael.light@mondosearch.com.au or visit mentor@mondosearch.com.au
for further information and details of our Interstate Associates
“After 5 years in my role, I believe taking on Mondo
Mentor to be my greatest legacy”
- Quote from an Alumni President

Dr Keith Suter
What is the Future
of E duc ation?
This article examines the
changing educational landscape
by looking at schools and
universities in a broad economic
and social context. It begins
with examining the rise of mass
schooling. It then provides four
scenarios on the future of schools
and concludes with a comment on
the future of universities.
The Rise of Mass Schooling
There have been three broad waves of
change1. The first revolution occurred
after the last Ice Age and it was the
development of farming in the Middle East
which gradually spread around the world.
The second revolution occurred around
1750 in the UK: the Industrial Revolution.
We are now in the third revolution: the
global Knowledge Revolution.

children were separated from their parents
and sent to the “factories of the mind” to
acquire basic literacy and numeracy. The
growing wealth required an army of clerks
and secretaries, and so some children went
through schools to work in offices rather
than work down the mines.
The key characteristics of that era were:
synchronization, uniformity and hierarchy.
These applied to both factories and
schools. Synchronization meant that the
factory production line each day began
and ended at the same time; as do schools.
Uniformity meant that factories produced
identical products (albeit in different
models); schools do the same. Hierarchy
meant that the factory was organized
on different levels of authority with the
manager at the top overseeing everything;
schools are also organized on these lines.
The “factories of the mind” model worked
well but now there are doubts about its
future because we are heading into a
new era.

Moore’s Law and the
Knowledge Revolution
In 1955 Gordon Moore, one of the founders
of Intel, predicted that the power of
computers will double every 18 months - 2
years and the price of computers will halve
every 18 months - 2 years. His prediction
was correct and we are now living through
a new revolution.
There was no mass schooling in the first
revolution. Children worked alongside
their parents in the field and so learned
agriculture as they went along.

events that do not fit into their collective
mental framework. Even for the executives
who recognized the looming threat, there
was the problem of “legacy assets”: many
other people were still wedded to the idea
of producing hard cover books.

There are also broader economic and social
changes underway. Jobs in Australian
factories are in decline – school teachers
are among the last lot of “factory workers”
left. Instead, part-time employment, selfemployment, casual employment, portfolio
living are all new work models. (Whether
this is a welcome development is another
matter). Small enterprises are growing,
while the big ones are in decline3.
This is the emerging “gig economy”.
There is plenty of “work” to do but not
“jobs”. “Jobs” were invented in 1750 for
the Second Revolution. The world’s largest
taxi company (Uber) doesn’t own any cars;
the world’s largest hotel chain (Airbnb)
doesn’t own any hotels. This is becoming
an era of self-organized self-employment,
working on-demand, with every worker as
a “manager” running their own business.

Challenges for Schools

Mass schooling began in the post-1750
industrial era. Initially children often
worked alongside their parents in the
mines and factories. But as humanitarian
values seeped into the Victorian era, so
Alvin Toffler The Third Wave,
London: Collins, 1980
1
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An example of this new era has been
the destruction of Encyclopaedia
Britannica (first published in 1768)2.
The most venerable can become the
most vulnerable. The publishers failed
to monitor the progress of the Internet
in providing free information: a strong
corporate culture can blind leaders to
2		
Philip Evans and Thomas S Wurster Blown
to Bits: How the New Economics of Information
Transforms Strategy, Boston: Harvard Business
School Press, 2000, pp 1-7.

What, therefore, is the role of schools in
this new era? A way of thinking about
the future is based on examining what
could possibly happen. A technique for
examining “possible” futures is scenario
planning. The intention is not so much
about getting the future right – as to avoid
getting it wrong. Done properly it reduces
the risk of being taken by surprise. As
Clem Sunter has pointed out:
A critical thing to remember is that a
scenario is a story of what can happen.
It is not a forecast of what is going to
happen. The problem with forecasting
For an introduction, see Charles Handy The
Elephant and the Flea: Looking Backwards to the
Future, London: Hutchinson, 2001

3
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is that we so often are deceived into
forecasting by our wishes and desires.
I have seldom come across a strategic
plan which goes against the ambitions
of the CEO4.
Sunter, by the way, is a legend in the global
scenario planning community because,
being based in South Africa, he produced
two very controversial scenarios in the
1980s. The “high road” speculated on
the release of Nelson Mandela, then the
world’s longest-serving political prisoner,
and his eventual election as the first black
President. His outraged white audiences
were also offered the “low road” scenario
in which the embattled whites would
face even more violence and international
isolation. Getting his white audiences
and the politicians to “think about the
unthinkable” led to the 1990 release of
Nelson Mandela.

Four Scenarios on the Future
of Schools5
(i)		 “Business as Usual”
This would be the continuation of the
current system (noting that even the
current system is not standing still). For
example, could more be done to teach
entrepreneurial skills so that students learn
how to run their own business?
This would be useful if the problem of
widespread unemployment caused by
information technology could be addressed
by giving everyone a Universal Basic
Income (UBI). All adults would receive a
flat sum of money from the government;
the sum would provide a bare minimum on
which to survive; doubtless many people
would also continue to work for much more
money. A slogan from the unsuccessful
June 2016 Swiss UBI referendum asked:
“what would you do if your income were
taken care of?” In other words, in the
emerging new economy it is important to
give people a financial foundation so that
they can then turn their minds to being
inventive and entrepreneurial. Finland,
some parts of Canada and The Netherlands
are continuing with their UBI experiments.
(ii) “Consumer Choice”
This scenario is based on the importance
of the market and the importance of
“choice”. In this scenario state schools
are abolished and there would be the
consequent expansion of the private
sector. Each school would be run as a
business. Parents/ guardians would
have vouchers to spend at the school of
their choice.
(iii) “Nation-Building”
In this scenario, schools would be seen
as one of the few unifying institutions in
an increasingly fragmented society and

Clem Sunter The High Road: Where Are
We Now? Cape Town, South Africa: Tafelberg,
1996, p 13

4
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as the central purveyor of national
values. Therefore, schools would be
placed under some form of tighter
national government regulation and
receive a broader role. For example
community welfare offices could be
situated on the campus.
(iv) “Cyber Schools”
In this scenario, the bricks and
mortar of schools would be sold off
and children educated in “electronic
cottages” (that is at home). This
would require all homes to have IT,
broadband, Skype etc. Teachers
could be based anywhere, for example, an
Australian student learns French from a
teacher based in France.
To sum up, scenario planning encourages
us to think about the unthinkable. It
encourages us to “see” trends that are
currently “invisible” (they are there all right
– it is just that we are not noticing them).
It encourages us to develop contingency
plans: we may not be able to predict the
future but we can plan for it. We can
embrace the future with confidence
knowing that whatever the future may
throw at us we can cope with it.
The Future of Universities
There is a need for “higher education” but
will universities continue to be the main
suppliers? Could people receive a higher
education without going to university?
Universities provide many functions; Dr
Ian Lowe listed seven two decades ago6.
But six of them are now also being done
outside universities, for example, “advance
knowledge” – today there are think tanks
and corporate researchers also doing this.
Only one role remains as a university
monopoly - accreditation of graduates.
The precious bit of paper is crucial. There
may be a lesson here from the movies: they
remain important as entertainment - but
people no longer need to go to cinemas to
view them (movies can be delivered via the
Internet). Education will remain important
- but people may no longer need to go to
university buildings to receive it. The
turning point will come when employers
cease being infatuated with graduates
and just employ people on the basis of
specific skills and their own in-house tests.
People may then “learn on demand”: just
what they need – “gig learning” for the
“gig economy”
In the meantime, there is the challenge
of information technology. For example,
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC)
mean that because knowledge is now
democratized and so easily available,
it might as well be given away. This is
done presumably in the hope that free

5
For further information on the technique,
see my 3rd PhD: www.churchfutures.com.au
6		
Ian Lowe Our Universities are Turning Us into
the Ignorant Country, Sydney: University of
New South Wales Press, 1994, pp 6-7

undergraduate courses may attract postgraduates to enrol. But newspapers have
shown that giving something away means
eventually that consumers expect all of it
to be free (and thus printed newspapers
are dying). MOOCs may undermine the
university business model rather than save
it. There is a risk that most universities
may disappear. The world may eventually
have only a handful of prestige boutique
universities, such as Oxford, which will
trade on their brand7.
In short, the long-term future of Australian
universities cannot be assured. But there
are a few steps to secure the immediate
future. Information technology cannot
provide the face to face experience for
students, such as the exchange of ideas via
discussion, networking, developing social
skills, being exposed to other cultures, and
learning to be accommodated with other
people in a safe environment.
University courses provide the “hard” skill
(a degree in economics, say). But the direct
personal experience of being on a campus
provides the “soft” skills. Hard skills may
get a person a job; soft skills will help the
person rise up through an organization.
Therefore, students will still want quality
teaching and a good experience. Indeed,
educational providers can achieve a
marketing edge by enhancing the
student experience.
To conclude, the factory-based era for
which schools were designed is now over
and the “industrial model” of education is
now out of date. Educational institutions
need to be viewed in the larger social and
economic context: that context is changing
and so we must expect that change to flow
into educational institutions; educational
institutions cannot remain an oasis of
calm in an ocean of social and economic
tumult. We must be ready to think about
the unthinkable!

Keith Suter
Keith.suter@bigpond.com
www.global-directions.com

7
Michael Barber et al An Avalanche is
Coming: Higher Education and the Revolution
Ahead, London: Institute for Public Policy
Research, 2013
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What to do to Launch your Alumni
Network in the First 12 Months
By Abigail Nokes
Getting started with alumni
engagement can be tough,
whether you’re new to the role,
in a new school or rejuvenating
a dormant community.
There is no escaping the fact that it is hard work, takes time and
it can be a challenge to remember the big picture when you’re
struggling with the day to day and getting buy-in one person at a
time. This is why you need structure and a plan to enable you to
build a community that is sustainable and embedded.
I’d like to start by asking the questions?
• What is the point of keeping in touch with your alumni?
• Who are they?
• How is this going to be managed?
If you can’t answer these questions, that’s where you need to
begin, and this article will help you to find the answers.

Finding Your Purpose
The first question any alumni professional needs to be able to
answer is “why are you doing this”, and the response: “the Head
thinks we should and we’ve hired an alumni officer to design and
implement a programme” is not a good enough answer.
Alumni engagement is about community building and so having
a mission that you, staff, the alumni and current students can rally
around is crucial to a successful programme.
This purpose or mission cannot just come from one person – you
need input from current students to find out how they’d like
support from alumni, you need to know what staff want and any
ideas they have, and most importantly you need to find out what
the alumni themselves want.
Investing the time in nailing down your purpose not only helps
to clarify your vision, but also helps to create buy-in amongst key
stakeholders; you’re creating an alumni community that people
feel a part of.
This is a process you can do this at any stage of alumni
engagement, and you can do it again and again. In fact, we would
encourage an ongoing dialogue here because even if you nail
down your vision today, it may well be different in a couple of
years as the community evolves.
Some of the tools you can use to carry out this research are:
1. Surveys – these can be brilliant for collecting feedback from a
large group of alumni and for giving you an overall sense of:
a. How do your alumni want to support you?
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b. How do your alumni want to be supported?
c. How would they like to be communicated with?
What’s more, surveys can be disseminated easily through social
media, email and other platforms.
2. Interviews – these can be great for getting in depth
perspective. The downside is that they are time-consuming
and you’re only getting one perspective. Potentially good for
Principals and School Leadership.
3. Focus groups – these are definitely our recommended option.
Focus groups allow you to meet a range of stakeholders in
person. What’s more, a discursive environment helps ideas
to develop in the moment and stretch limits of individual
thinking. You’re also able to gauge attitudes and nuances that
aren’t possible to get from a survey.
If you can do a combination of a survey and focus groups with
alumni, staff and students we have found you’ll get the best
insights.
In addition to finding out their motivations and get closer
to articulating the purpose of alumni engagement for your
institution, focus groups also allow you to understand your alumni
better.
The Director of Harrow Alumni Association in the UK shared his
initial strategy with me when he was appointed – his absolute
priority was to understand what the alumni loved about the
school, and what they couldn’t stand about it. Having this
understanding and appreciation for the culture of the school are
fundamental for building affinity with alumni and connecting
successfully with them; if you don’t get them, they won’t respond
to you.
This is a bit trickier than it sounds if you’re not a former student
yourself or you’re a newly appointed member of staff to the
school, so here are some tips if you’re challenged with starting
from scratch:

Understanding Affinity
This is all about understanding where the connection between
alumni and the institution lies, understanding that ‘thing’ that
links them with that time in their lives and understanding how
they identify with it:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is it with their year group?
Is it with their school house?
Is it with their teachers?
Is it with a particular activity e.g. sports team?
Is it with the institution as a whole?
Or something totally different?

Getting a sense of the groups they are closest to, and how they
identify with the school is really important. You can ask these
questions in focus groups or surveys too. Having this information
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in your database can be really helpful when it comes to
segmenting alumni in communications to render higher response
rate; if you know that they identify more closely as a graduate of
a particular year group than they do by being a member of the
school as a whole, this will impact the way you communicate and
your messaging.

Building a Culture

History and Memory

• Leveraging shared experience – your research will
hopefully help you start to establish what the points of
commonality are between alumni. You may go amiss if you
try and presume this and it’s much more time-consuming
to impose artificial traditions. One school I worked with in
a very rural part of the UK had a community festival in May
that the school was heavily involved in. This was amongst
the most popular shared memories for alumni across different
generations. The school made sure to host alumni events
around this time and found turn-out was much higher as
a result.

These two are often overlooked and underrated. It is crucial for any
alumni professional to know as much about the school as they can.
School archives and the librarian can help you. It’s important to
familiarize yourself with main events and turning points, not just
changes of Principals, but changes of uniform, when traditions like
sports days or house events were introduced and understanding
inter-school rivalries; might be the annual house football match
that gets alumni interested, for example.

So it comes to embedding a culture, it starts with ‘getting it’.
Once you’ve started to do this, you can create strategy to foster
existing connections and create new ones.
Some of the ways we have identified for doing this are:

• Increase visibility of the community – show what you’re
doing around school. Posters of alumni in common areas
around school really help to embed the culture. Celebratory
posters with a photo and snappy caption like “I went to
Churchfields school and now I’m Shadow Secretary of State
for Health” help not only to raise the profile of the alumni
community amongst current students and staff, but also the
aspirations of students as they appreciate that people ‘like
them’ go on to do really diverse and exciting things.
• Branding – in addition to posters, you might also want to
think about branding for your alumni network – is it something
separate to the school or is it closely aligned? Will you have
an alumni website that’s separate – such as Robert Clack in
London: http://www.robertclackalumniassociation.co.uk or is
it a tab on the school website? What photos and visuals are

Long-standing members of staff are also an invaluable source of
information. Remember, you’re trying to understand the essence
of the institution and what made it special for those who have
attended it, and how that may have changed between those who
left two years or four decades ago.
Understanding how the school resonates in the memory of the
alumni themselves is equally, if not more important. Hosting
focus groups as mentioned above will allow you to start to get to
the heart of it and provide you the opportunity to ask searching
questions such as:
• What are the key school memories that they have?
• What do alumni love about the institution and what do they not
love about it
• What makes the school special?
• Are there any traditions and customs you should know about
that alumni remember?
My old school had a commemoration day once a year, and a school
song that we were all made to chime during the celebration; ask
any former student from my school about the Te Deum and I have
no doubt you’ll be met with a chuckle and word perfect rendition.
It’s about the big things, but also the smaller ones too; the woman
who worked in the school shop, sneaky ways people used to get
out of cross country, or the horrible chicken cornflake pasta (yes,
really..) they served in the canteen at lunchtime. It is these
things that made my school experience. This is the sort of stuff
you need to know about yours too. It may be time consuming
to engage in chat after chat with alumni, but it could make the
difference between them opening an email, giving a talk or
writing a cheque.
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you using on your social media? This is ultimately totally up to
you and the level of resources available, but most important is
consistency of branding across platforms.
• Clear messaging – as well as visual consistency, it’s also
important to establish clear and consistent messaging. Again,
this is why articulating your purpose and vision is so important
to enable you to embed a few key messages that alumni, staff
and parents can rally around and support.
• Create a clear on-boarding process – by which I mean
current student engagement. The most successful alumni
communities are those that are so fully integrated into the
student experience that it becomes a natural part of the journey
to become a member of the alumni community themselves
once they leave. You will need to think about when you start
to focus on this. I have worked with schools that have an
assembly with new year seven students in their first week with
alumni and talk about it right away. No point is too early; other
schools have involved alumni in the recruitment process and at
open events.
• Clear benefits – for both upcoming leavers and alumni
who you’re reconnecting with after many years, you need
to articulate what the value is to them for keeping in touch.
Ideally the focus groups will unveil what alumni are interested
in getting out of the community, as well as what they will
contribute to it.
• Build on buy-in – this is the single most common reason
why alumni communities don’t go well. Without buy-in from
senior leadership and staff it’s impossible to integrate alumni
engagement into school life. Staff meetings, briefings and
co-creation workshops are opportunities for staff to feed into
strategy, and to understand how they might benefit from it.
You could introduce the concept of curriculum support; if you
have a marketing executive or journalist amongst your alumni,
why don’t they come into an English class with year 9 students
when they are learning about persuasive writing to show how
the techniques are applied in real world setting?
• Leverage the school calendar – I would strongly suggest
you avoid setting up new programmes of events in your first
year in post. It is an administrative hassle and not worth
it. Instead, piggy-back on events already in the calendar –
whether these be careers events, school plays, community fairs,
these are all an opportunity to invite alumni back to school. You
can always host a drinks reception before or after to increase
face-time with alumni.

Getting Support
The last thing you want to nail from the outset is – who is going to
do all this, and who else needs to be involved or aware to make it
a success?
This is going to look a bit different depending on your institution
and level of resource available to you, but regardless of the
geography and socio-economic context there are some people you
absolutely need to have on board as this cannot be a standalone
role, which I have sadly seen many schools get wrong.
We’ve found that the best way of figuring this out is to list all your
stakeholders in groups, e.g parents, school teaching staff, current
students, school leadership, board of governors, key donors etc.
You can then map these very simply against a scale both of how
aware they need to be, and how involved they need to be in order
to make this successful.
One model to consider is harnessing the support of an alumni
committee. An Educate Plus member from Westlake Boys in
Auckland has found this to be crucial to her success and identifies
some key dos and don’ts:
“In our experience, an effective alumni committee consists of selfidentified alumni who are able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

contribute sufficient time to the ongoing operation and
growth of the alumni organisation
offer a range of useful connections
offer useful skills and expertise
represent a period of time in the school’s history not
represented by another committee member.”

It is a common pitfall to over-assume when it comes to committees
and self-identification is absolutely key.
If you already have this group identified and they have been
supporting for some time, you might want to think about
formalizing it. Recognising alumni through clear volunteer
titles and with clear expectations help to significantly enhance
outcomes and accountability.
I’d like to conclude where I started and say – I know this isn’t easy.
We know that alumni engagement is hard work and you might not
see results straight away and it’s easy to be disheartened and lose
enthusiasm, but it’s also a no-brainer. As a potentially limitless
source of volunteers, mentors, career speakers, funders, industry
contacts and school ambassadors, you have an integral role in the
school, and by slowly embedding this across the institution, they
will begin to recognise that too.

Abi Nokes was one of our key speakers
at our International Conference. Abi
has been working in alumni relations
for four years for an organisation called
Future First. She is based in Singapore
and conducts research, consultancy and
training around alumni relations across
the world. She recently authored a guide to
alumni relations, which is freely available
at www.futurefirstglobal.org - a second
version of the guide will be published in
January 2017. If you’d like to get in touch
or have any questions, please contact Abi
on abi@futurefirstglobal.org
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5 Tips on HOW to use LinkedIn
Effectively for your Alumni and
Development Office
By Emily Roffe-Silvester

I absolutely love social media! It’s an incredibly
powerful tool for individual users but also for
professional organizations such as schools and
Alumni Associations.

• It matters because your database is
very likely to be out of touch with the
changing lives of your alumni. Let’s
face it, people are more likely to
update their new job on their LinkedIn
profile than they are to email their
Alma Mater.
• It matters because you have major
donor capacity in your LinkedIn group
(and/or via your Connections) that you
don’t even know about.
• It matters because you could be
having discussions on LinkedIn
that can open the door for a
Development Professional to touch
base. Engagements online frequently
translates to relationships offline.
• It matters because Alumni may be too
busy to visit your Alumni website, but
they certainly have time to visit their
own social media sites and you need
to be an active participant on their
newsfeed (the average person spends 4
years looking down at their mobile over
a lifetime!)
• It matters because LinkedIn can
greatly influence your school career
mentoring program.

Tip 1: Before you begin, update
your own profile

When I decided it was time to set up
a Facebook Page for Blundell’s School
(UK) back in 2010, I knew it was going to
be a great asset to our communication
strategy. However, what I didn’t know
was how to go about setting it up and
how to best use it. I read blogs, attended
workshops and speeches at conferences
and all they did was rave about the great
benefits of incorporating social media into
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their strategy……but all I wanted to know
was HOW?
So for you today, I have included 5
practical tips on how best to use LinkedIn.

Why does LinkedIn Matter?
• It matters because connectivity
matters to people.

• Before you start a LinkedIn Alumni
Campaign, make sure your own profile
is up to date.
• Turn off ‘Notifications,’ located on the
right hand side of your profile home
page, otherwise your connections will
be notified of all your little updates.
• Update your profile ‘headline’ to
something more exciting than simply
your job title, you can use up to 120
characters (i.e. Director of Development
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at Ballarat Clarendon College –
Helping to Keep Old Collegians in
touch with BCC).
• Ensure your profile & cover photo is
professional: non-professional profile
photos receive far fewer connections.
A lovely iconic cover photo of your
school is a nice touch.
• Upload ‘Media’ to your profile, this
can include; documents, photos, links,
videos or presentations.
• Ensure your contact details are
displayed on your profile, you can
update this via the ‘Contact Info’ tab
on your profile.
• Customize your profile URL by
clicking on the symbol.
• Lastly, ensure you list your school in
your educational field of your profile
(even if you did not attend that school–
see Alumni Feature to find out why).

Tip 2: Using the Alumni Feature:
The Alumni Feature allows you to view
statistical information on people that
have listed your school in the educational
section of their profile on What they do,
What they Studied, What they’re Skilled
at, Where they live, Where they Work and
How you are connected. This is why it is
important to list your school in your own
profile’s Education section. If it is not,
then you are not allowed to see your
school’s connections.
• Run a search to find your Alumni,
start connecting with the Alumni
you find!
• You can connect with your alumni by
clicking ‘person’ button. You can see
any shared connections by clicking on
the ‘eye’ button under the photo.
• Use the connecting message to let
them know about the Alumni Group/
Page. Once connected you can
send them the link to your group.
You cannot send email addresses or
website in a connecting message.
Tip: When connecting to Alumni using
the Alumni Feature, try and do it in one
bulk. LinkedIn does not indicate if you
have already contacted them to connect.
How to Find the Alumni Feature:
Click on ‘My Network and Find Alumni.’
If your school is not a University, you
can find your school by going to your
profile and clicking on the name of your
school in the education section. All of
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your headings on your profile are actually
clickable links.

Tip 3: Connect with your Alumni
and Supporters
It is really important to connect with
Alumni. Once connected you can see
their full profile and this often includes
their contact information. You can
save their profiles as a PDF and/or
share profiles with colleagues. It also
allows you to message them directly,
perhaps to invite them to your Alumni
Group or to ask for their new address.
You can start connecting with your
Alumni using the Alumni Feature. If
you don’t feel comfortable connecting
with notable alumni, most times you
can “follow” them, so you can see what
they’re sharing without being a firstdegree connection. Once you become
connected, add your alumni’s LinkedIn
URL to your database, Alumni frequently
change their emails, address, mobile but
are unlikely to change LinkedIn profiles.
One of LinkedIn’s newest features
allows you to export all of your LinkedIn
connections into an excel spreadsheet!
Click on ‘My Network’ ‘Connections’ and
‘Settings’ which is found by clicking on
this symbol

Tip 4: LinkedIn Groups
• Choose a group name, if your school
shares a similar name to other schools,
you may like to include a geographical
location such as; ‘La Salle, Pasadena.’
• When selecting a logo for your group,
it is best to include a logo with your
school shield but also your school
name.
• Set up specific templates that
automatically send for the following:
People who request to join the group
and Welcome Message to people that
join the group (after you accept them).
This is a great way to let people who
are interested in your school know
more information.

Tips: Ask your career adviser to help
promote your LinkedIn Group while your
Alumni are still at school.

Tip 5: LinkedIn Company Page
• When creating a company page,
include an iconic cover photo.
• Make sure you cross promote your
LinkedIn group on your page (and vice
versa) and include important social
media URLs.
• When including your school website,
you may like to consider directing
them to your school employment
page as this is what most company
pages promote.
• Once a Company Page is created, you
can add the company logo on your
profile page under your ‘Experience.’
But you will need to go back to your
profile and under your Experience,
you will need to delete and re-add
your company/school (this is a good
example of why you should turn off
notification in Tip 1).
• Encourage your fellow colleagues to
do the same. By adding your company
page to your profile you automatically
become a follower of that page. Your
colleagues/teachers are your biggest
advocates and by adding them as
followers you also tap into each of
their networks, expanding your
reach tremendously.

Emily Roffe-Silvester
Ballarat Clarendon College
Director of Development
linkedin.com/emilyroffesilvester

• Use the Announcement feature to
inbox your members a message direct
to their email (only members who
are currently accepting notifications
from this group). You may send up to
one announcement per week (for all
administrators on site).
• Under Send Invitations, this is
where you will find your Group URL.
Unfortunately, you cannot create a
custom URL for your group.
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The Future of Learning
Navigating the Global Trends
that Impact What & How we Must Learn

We also need to ensure that we are engaging with Alumni and
others who have moved on from our institutions but will require
our continued support to learn even beyond their time formally in
our institutions.

What does the future look like for our students?

Dr Simon Breakspear is known
internationally for his practical
insights on learning innovation
and system reform.
As the Founder and Executive Director of Agile Schools, a
global learning research and design agency, Simon has advised
educational leaders across over 10 countries. helping them to
navigate disruptive change, develop innovation capabilities
and drive continuous improvement for better learning.
Simon gave a Key Note address at Educate Plus 2016
International Conference. The fundamental takings from
that talk are quoted below.

What is the future of learning and what can we do in
our roles as Advancement professionals to work
towards that future?
Everyone in schools and tertiary institutions, whether in teaching
or Advancement, needs to be focused on forwarding the agenda
of the future of learning. The future of learning is about ensuring
that we build the capabilities that young people need to thrive in
a more adaptive future. It is essential that they develop the skills
to respond, learn and unlearn and adapt to regular change. We
need to ensure that the design of learning inside our schools and
higher education institutions really starts to focus now on giving
them opportunities to systematically build those capabilities. The
emphasis should be on the environments of learning, the teaching
and the types of communities we are forming to ensure young
people are building those competences. So for Advancement, it’s
about telling the stories of how your institutions are going to be
developing these types of learners. It’s about ensuring we get the
levels of support, funding and investment to support the redesign
of learning.
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The overarching theme here is that students are going to face a
lot more ambiguity and uncertainty than has been the case in
the past, there will be a constant dance between continuity and
change. In times past there was a narrative of finishing school,
moving on to a higher educational institution of some sort and
then moving out into a stable workforce. You were trained for a
job, you did that job and then you made a couple of moves over
decades to build a career. But that is not what work is going to
look like for young people going forward. The major trends of
globalisation of work, the automation of work, the atomisation of
work mean that people will often train for something that they
won’t be able to have a job in. They will get a job, but parts of
what they have trained for in that employment will either be
globalised, done elsewhere in the world or automated. In fact many
of them are going to have to work a “portfolio” life, a lot earlier on,
where they are doing multiple jobs in multiple areas and having
to drive their own entrepreneurial type careers. They are going
to have to move from a model of “locally good” to being “globally
good”. So this means we really need to consider what educational
environments need to look like in order to prepare young people for
a lot more uncertainty in the future.

How will the future of education develop?
The future of learning is not in technology, but rather there will
be an ever increasing need for more human involvement in
education. Given that technology is everywhere, the premium
that institutions can offer is human to human interaction. That
whilst the content is free and there are many opportunities to
learn online, it is actually the lives intersecting with lives in
institutions of education that make a real impact on students. The
hardest thing about learning is the motivation and self-regulation
required in doing the hard fun of learning; it is difficult, it requires
effort and regulation. Humans actually respond most effectively
to that type of hard work when they are doing it in a community,
when they have strong levels of relationships and when they have
a connection with a teacher who believes in them and pushes
them to reach their potential.
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This leads on to the skills that are going to have the biggest
premium in the future; the skills that automation can’t get rid
of – the human skills. The skills of connection, empathy, design,
influence and leadership. These skills simply can’t be learnt
without human interaction, there is no “online” way that you can
learn to interact with and lead other people. In a time of such great
change, where 70% of jobs in Australia will be lost or radically
altered, these capabilities are the only way to ensure that young
people have what they need to thrive in the future and have a
unique premium over work that can be increasingly automated
or be done overseas.

The challenges will depend on the areas of Advancement we work
in, but agile advancement professionals will tend to prototype
rather than over plan. The key point being to try something in the
real world, to prototype it, to test it out in a small low cost and low
risk way. To then learn from that experience and, as you learn, to
work out whether you should scale up or whether you need to pivot
and move in a different direction to be successful. All too often
advancement professionals try to be perfect, they try to get exactly
the right answer, exactly the right message the first time. With
the large waves of change that are ahead, it will be much better to
prototype first and learn from that experience.

“In times of change learners inherit the earth while the
learned find themselves beautifully equipped to inherit a
world that no longer exists”*

There is a need to break down the wall between
academia and advancement in our institutions. How
can these relationships be enabled and enhanced?
This is so important because Advancement professionals actually
advance learning. It is imperative that they lead the discussion
and ensure that the work they are doing is hip for the future.
They influence learning decisions; they talk to parents or future
students, and invite them in to a certain learning narrative, they
tell the stories of learning going on, they’re architects of future
learning environments through fundraising and they connect
with the learning community over time through Alumni.
Advancement professionals are deeply involved in the quality of
learning that is going on in an institution but all too often they’re
separated from it.

And the classroom of the future?
A lot of what we see in learning environments today will remain
in the future. There will be expert adults; teachers, but there may
not be only one, there will probably be multiples working with
larger groups of students. The foundation of the classroom of the
future will be based on strong relationships and high quality
teaching from a range of adults who are expert in their knowledge
area and expert in evidence based practises in the classroom.
The differences will start to emerge when we see that students
are co-designers and co-leaders of their own learning. A learning
environment where students are required to be more reflective
and meta-cognitive about their learning and to own their learning
processes. They will begin to produce outcomes from their
learnings that are more authentic and usable and potentially even
have wider impacts, beyond the classroom. So the classroom of
the future will draw on the best of what already works, but start
to really emphasise the agency of students and the impact and
relevance of the work they are doing.

So what can Advancement professionals do to
actually respond in an agile way to all the
changes ahead?

To enhance relationships between these key stakeholders there
needs to be a commitment from leadership in Advancement and
leadership in the broader institution that such a connection will be
beneficial. Once this is established shared experiences need to
be on the calendar on a regular basis. For example, a small amount
of time needs to be set aside for Advancement professionals to
be immersed in the teaching and learning that is going on in the
institution. Not to just turn up to take a photo or briefly collect
information for an article, but to actually be immersed in the life
of teaching and learning; to follow a student for a few hours or to
track a teacher through their daily work. This type of shadowing
and immersive experience is hugely beneficial to all concerned. It
is also important for some Advancement professionals to sit in on
some teaching and learning committees – really understand how
the work of teaching and learning is planned for and executed
by that leadership. Equally to invite professionals from the
academic side of the institution to join specific meetings held by
Advancement professionals to both listen and give their input. As
these norms are created by inviting each other into the nature of
the work and helping each other understand the work and how
it happens, we have the sort of relationships and interplay where
we can benefit from each other’s knowledge and expertise. This
thereby enhances the foundations of the institution and ensures
the future direction is one of cohesiveness and of shared purpose.
The landscape for Advancement is constantly shifting; policy,
legalities, technology, expectations and economic stresses are a
constant. Whilst we constantly have to bend and flow with these
shifts, our core focus must be the advancement of the future of
learning. By transforming the lives of students we are all crafting
this future together.

*Eric Hoffer, author 1902-1983
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Storytelling for Schools
Michelle Newell
Head of Marketing and Communications,
Strathcona Girls Grammar School, Melbourne

When you conjure a great storyteller in
your mind, from a grand orator in a Roman
forum to an Aboriginal elder with the
women of her tribe gathered before her, the
image is not dissimilar to what we witness
each day in our schools. The act of passing
on knowledge, sharing experience and
creating meaning – the act of storytelling
– is at the heart of what we do. The new
marketing trend for creating meaning for
stakeholders, rather than occupying the
largest or loudest market presence, allows
us to capitalise on our natural strength for
storytelling, taking it out of the classroom
to a wider audience.

in our history (even online interactions
can be used to facilitate more face to face
contact), and we can access our audiences
almost anywhere, at any time. We also

have a wide range of storytelling tools
available to us. Today, a story is not only
verbal, it is visual (photographs, student
artwork), auditory (podcasts, music), a
combination of both (films), or even a
single sentence on a platform such
as twitter.

As businesses in a competitive
environment, schools are investing in their
business practices and implementing
robust and contemporary standards
that match those of any other industry.
Marketing departments are increasingly
commonplace in schools, and school
leaders and governing bodies look to them
for evidence of tangible results in the form
of enrolments, positive press, and a happy
and informed parent body. For places that
have for decades defined themselves by
their humanity – our warmth, our pastoral
systems, our duty of care – the focus on
targets, and the alienating marketing
speak of ‘branding’, ‘touchpoints’ and
‘segmentation’, can seem daunting.
The heartening news for us though is
that developments in modern marketing
practice mean we need not shed that
softer side of our organisations. With our
strong ethos, clear values and rich history,
storytelling is a natural fit for our schools.
Marketing professionals are working in an
exciting phase for our profession. We have
a range of dynamic social media tools that
we own and control, our stakeholders are
more connected to us than at any time
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Many schools already believe they
are creating and sharing their stories.
In fact, many of us marketing and
communications staff may even think
we’re already expected to do far too
much of it. If you’re managing a school
newsletter and a website as well as
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, there
are days when you feel you’d like rather
less content coming across your desk!
Take the time to look back over your
news this year though, and investigate
the nature of those ‘stories’. Our
communications are full of articles and
blurbs about things that have happened
recently, such as a visit from a guest
speaker, the results of the athletics

carnival, or a language exchange
in another country. However these
descriptions of “stuff that happened”
are not, perhaps surprisingly, stories
(Spendlove, 2016). Stories are “messages
that create a connection” (ibid.). It is not
enough to describe the latest happenings
of your school if you want to make an
impact. People skim read such items and
they are quickly forgotten in the chaos of
content we all wade through each day. To
punch through the noise, and put a fire in
your readers’ heart, you must interpret the
detail of what happens in your school, in a
way that has meaning for them.
Why is it worth schools taking the time
to recast the ‘stuff that happens’ as
these meaningful narratives we call
stories? Firstly, good stories bring people
together. They provide your stakeholders
with something to discuss, share and

take pride in together. When our Maths
teacher recently represented Australia
at the Olympics in table tennis after
narrowly missing out on the London
games, our stories rallied the community
around. Parents and girls cheered him on
together, even though we all needed to
stay up until midnight to catch the game!
Secondly, good stories transfer values.
Use your stories to show your values in
action, thereby making them tangible
to your stakeholders and reinforcing
that the school lives out the values it
preaches. Thirdly, good stories connect
people to something greater. When
prospective parents tour our school with
our student guides, they often tell us
afterwards “I chose your school because
I want my daughter to grow up like the
young woman we met”. Parents choose
your school because you offer more than
just an education. Find the stories that
convey your point of difference and add
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where they interact with your school).
Take time to work on understanding your
stakeholders. In order to engage your
audience with your stories, you need to
truly understand who they are and what
they want and need from you. The wrong
kind of stories risk being lost, boring your
audience, or worse, alienating people,
while the right kind will have them asking
for more!

value beyond that which parents, or other
schools, can create for themselves. Finally,
good stories create a legacy for the future.
Schools are good at keeping archives and
records, but it is only by creating, telling
and recording our stories that we can
ensure our heritage achieves longevity.
Whilst the value of storytelling is clear,
there are few resources available that
actually teach marketing professionals
how to do it, and even less that do so in
a way that fits the school context. It’s
an interesting exercise then, to adapt
the principles of storytelling from the
glamorous worlds of fiction and film to
our industry. There are many ingredients
that make for a novel or screen-worthy
story, but three essential ones that schools
can use include knowing your audience,
finding your unique voice and developing
a cast of characters.
Without an audience, you have no story: a
good story demands to be told and retold.
In order to find your audience as a school,
some traditional marketing groundwork
needs to be laid. Start with simple
audience segmentation: prospective
parents, current parents, students, staff
and alumni. Then break these groups
down to the next level; for example,
current parents could be split into Junior
and Senior School parents. For a deeper
understanding of these groups, segment

your audience further by considering
demographics (age, earnings, social class),
psychographic factors (personalities,
interests, likes, lifestyles), and behaviours
(knowledge of your school, how and
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All new writers seek the elusive ‘voice’
agents and publishers always say they
are looking for. Voice can be difficult to
find but strengthens over time and with
experience, and comes from knowing and
being true to your personality. We are
often tempted to copy the style of others
when we choose our subject matter and
write our stories. Yet despite teaching
the same subjects, offering similar cocurricular activities and all striving to
bring out the best in our students, our
schools are unique. A school finds its
voice when it capitalises on its history,
values and people to create an authentic
tone that reflects these elements. Choose
words matched to your brand which can

be repeated across stories, and find a tone
that conveys the essence of your School.
Always stay flexible though, and adapt
your style to the platform on which your
story is told. On our website, Strathcona’s
tone is professional, informed and
accessible, whilst on Facebook we sound
informal, playful and relatable. Our voice,
no matter what the platform, is always
down-to-earth in line with our ethos.
Finally, stories rely on a cast of characters,
and ours surround us each day. As
schools, we are lucky to have a loyal
(and captive) customer base of current
students, parents and ideally past
students, to work with. Consider how and
when your cast of characters will feature
in your stories. Perhaps you will choose
to feature your students most often.
Stories about staff might be told during
a recruitment drive, when you seek to
attract professionals whose values align
with that of the school’s. Consider how to
show your cast of characters expressing
their needs, wants, dreams, goals and
achievements, and align this to the
desires of your audience. As a final check
for each story, ask yourself – can
my audience find themselves in this

story? When the answer is yes, you will
have created the connection between
school and audience that is the goal of
every story.
One of the unintended benefits of
storytelling is that you, the school
communications professional and
designated Chief Story Teller, will no
longer need to recount all the stuff that
happens each term. Being a storyteller
means having the power to select which
stories will be told, casting aside the
lesser items to choose the tales that will
ultimately strengthen your brand. For
busy school marketers, the power to be
selective, and therefore released from the
pressure of keeping up with every single
interesting thing that happens in the
school, is a welcome relief!
Ultimately it’s important to remember
that even in the 21st century, the ancient
art of verbal storytelling is still the most
powerful. Your most influential marketing
tool is word of mouth. Your stories – those
you’ve created and disseminated, and
those other people invent based on their
personal experience interacting with you
– will be shared in conversation between
friends, family, colleagues, or a parent
from another school at that Saturday
sports match! To maintain a positive
reputation in the community, schools
need to stay in control of their message
by generating a range of regular and
varied stories aligned to their brand. This
doesn’t mean that every story has to be
upbeat. Stories of facing and overcoming
adversity or sad stories that highlight
how your community rallied around, are
equally valid. As your school’s Chief Story
Teller, you the marketing professional have
great responsibility, but also a unique
opportunity, to capture and share your
school’s stories and create a lasting legacy
for the future.
You can download a copy of Michelle’s
Storytelling for Schools workbook at
http://www.storytellingforschools.com
References:
Spendlove, M. (2016), Storytelling:
The Interactive Board Game,
https://spendloveandlamb.com/
Jiwa, B. (2016), The Story of Telling,
http://thestoryoftelling.com/blog/
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10 School Marketing Ideas
David Hayes
Media Communications Manager
Knox Grammar School

As school marketing professionals, our
role is to research, plan and implement
the marketing activities for our
institution, in close collaboration with
our Principal and board. This article
provides a few tips and tools that I
have found useful as a school marketer.

1. Know your school’s strategic goals
– every school will have strategic or
aspirational goals about what it wants
to be and where it is heading, normally
developed by the school council or
board. Strategic goals should be the
key starting point for developing a
marketing plan for your school and
will often highlight your points of
difference from other schools in
your area.
2. Survey your new parents – if you don’t
already, survey your incoming parents

to find out why they have chosen
your school and the experiences that
shaped their decision. This process
will help you identify the strongest
selling points of your school, whether
it be your values, academic results,
teachers or facilities. We have found
that many parents reflect on a positive
experience they had with a staff
member or student, showing the
importance of word of mouth.
3. The census – the Bureau of Statistics
has a wealth of information and data
which is useful for school marketers.
You can start by looking at census
‘quickstats’ for your local area and
looking at the number of children per
family, income, types of employment
and other socio-economic information.
The 2016 census results are expected
around mid-2017.
4. Student Background Characteristics
– The Standing Council on School
Education and Early Childhood
requires every Australian school to
collect aggregated information on
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‘Student Background Characteristics’
(or ‘MCEETYA’) for each child and
their family. This data will help you
to build a more detailed picture about
your institution’s parents including
their industry of employment,
language spoken at home, country of
birth and education.
5. Google Fusion Tables – Do you

know the spatial distribution of
your current and future school
enrolments? Google Fusion Tables is
a free spreadsheet tool that works in
conjunction with Google Maps to plot
addresses anywhere in the world. By
exporting your enrolment addresses
to a spreadsheet, you can let Google
Fusion do all the hard work. Seeing
your entire school population on a map
is an enlightening experience. These
maps are a great way to identify areas
which may be useful for future growth
and can also be used to plan future
bus routes or marketing campaigns.
6. Heat maps – Companies such as
Salmat and Spectrum Analytics and
others can produce very detailed
demographic heat maps showing
census and other data in an area.
Income, religion, country of birth and
the number of children can be mapped
for the area around your school.
Demographic companies can also
use housing approval data to predict
areas of future population growth,
which can help your school with
longer term planning.
7. Share and use the knowledge of your
staff – every school has great teachers,
coaches, psychologists and leaders
who have experience and knowledge
to share. Why not invite your staff to
write a short opinion or advice piece
that you can place on your school
website and share via social media?
We have found that some of our most
popular website content has been

these types of articles (for example,
tips for starting at a new school or
how to deal with disappointment
when applying for student leadership
positions). Your school community
will read and share this content,
generating traffic to your website
and enhancing the reputation of your
school as a thought leader.
8. Use photos and videos to build
community – as previous articles in
Face2Face magazine have said, social
media is a great way to build your
school community and parents who
advocate for your school. All parents
love to see photos and videos of their
child and this content help affirms
their decision to send their child to
your school. With the right content,
your school community can become
ambassadors for your institution,
sharing photos and video content.
9. Make your marketing authentic –
know your school’s voice and values.
If your marketing and communication
activities are true to your school
values, it will resonate with parents.
Try creating ads and content that
capture or reflect real moments from
life at your school.

10. Build relationships with the media –
the media has a very important role
in shaping how the community sees
your institution. While not all stories
and media enquiries will be positive,
build relationships with local and
metropolitan journalists and, where
possible, respond to media enquiries
in a friendly and timely manner (even
to challenging questions). Take the
time to thank reporters and editors
for stories featuring your students
and school.
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Wisdom
Analytics
What happens when you combine wisdom that
comes from years of experience with advanced
data analytics? You have Marts & Lundy’s unique
ability to provide the most innovative solutions
for your fundraising programme.
Our Melbourne office is home to Ann Badger
and Clare Pullar, two of our most accomplished
colleagues, who bring a decidedly Australian
perspective to their consulting work while providing
clients access to the unmatched depth and breadth
of resources at Marts & Lundy.
We’ve proudly served Australia for more than two
decades. Let’s talk about putting wisdom & analytics
to work for you.

www.martsandlundy.com
Level 31 & Level 50 • 120 Collins Street • Melbourne
Consulting. Analytics. Training. Communications
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Conference Chair Summary
Our 12th International Conference

An event like this is a major undertaking,
with around 90 speakers from across the
globe, presenting in a similar number
of sessions over a three day period.
Our sincere thanks are extended to all
those speakers, who so willingly gave of
their time to share their knowledge and
expertise. Special acknowledgement is

Daiga Galins and Janice Crampton from the US

extended to our Keynote and International
Speakers: Janice Crampton, Daiga Galins,
Dr Stephen Holmes, Dr Simon Breakspear,
Glenn Capelli, Michael McQueen and
Dr Keith Suter.
I was most fortunate to have an excellent
Conference Committee supporting me
over the two year planning period. On
behalf of the Educate Plus International
community we extend our sincere
thanks to the following people for their
support, enthusiasm and dedication. Each
generously gave of their time and talent to
ensure delegates had the most worthwhile,
enjoyable and inspirational conference.

Peter Franks – Tertiary Advisor and
General Conference Support
Paul Sterling – Institutional
Leaders Advisor
We also had a number of Educate Plus staff
helping prior to and during the conference.
Special thanks to: Tina Fleming,
Operations Manager and Conference
Manager. Allison Maher, Marketing &
Communications Manager, Jill Rodgers,
NZ Administration support.
This conference introduced a number of
initiatives including a condensed, but
expansive pre-conference program which
attracted over 200 people. This comprised
of a TED style speakers workshop and
presentation session, photography classes,
a Capital Campaigns Master Class,
an Archives program, workshops from
Synergetic and Potentiality, a careers
workshop and a website development
class. In addition we revamped the
Breakfast Blitz program highlighting
Award finalists. This year we also
developed our own Conference App. This
took a great deal of time to create, but was
well received by all.

Sue Russell - Social Events Committee

Chanel Hughes – Tertiary Fundraising and
Tertiary Alumni & Community Relations
Stream
Jo Haynes – Admissions Stream
Nicole De Vries – Marketing &
Communications Stream
Maria Mercuri – Schools Alumni &
Community Relations Stream
Graham Brown – Promotions and General
Conference Support
Jon Yeo – TEDx speakers Program
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Educate Plus staff Allison and Tina

try to enhance the latest one to ensure it is
fresh and meets the needs of the members.
So whilst the metrics from the various
post conference surveys were extremely
positive, we also received some great
suggestions as to how to further improve
our product. I am always most grateful
when people take the time to share their
observations and suggestions with me and
look forward to presenting these as options
to the next Conference Committee.
Speaking of our next International
Conference – this is to be held in Auckland
New Zealand 4 - 7 September 2018 and
planning is already underway. The Sky
City complex has been booked and the
first Executive Committee meeting is set
for mid-November. If anyone is interested
in being considered for a role on this
Committee, please contact
me directly.

Glenda Fitz-Payne – Conference Host and
Social Events Committee
Lea Walker-Franks – School Fundraising
Stream

conference surveys this was well and truly
achieved by all. Conferences such as ours
are an evolving process. Each time we take
on the learnings from previous events and

Approximately 32 % of delegates joined us
for the first time. It was really heartening
to see the spirit of collegiality and
support offered by past attendees and
older members to ensure these people
felt welcomed and included as part of the
Educate Plus community.
At the beginning of the conference we
highlighted that if delegates could take
back three key learnings to implement at
their institution, then their attendance
had been justified. Judging by the post

Neil McWhannell
Conference Chair
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Pre-Conference Program
This year’s pre-conference offerings proved incredibly popular with
over 200 people attending the seven sessions conducted on the
Tuesday prior to the official conference opening.

The Conference Committee strategically chose the speakers and topics
in response to various member surveys. So it was most heartening to
see these correlate to actual bookings. This certainly showed we are
meeting the needs of our members.
Sessions at this conference included:
A Capital Campaigns Master Class
run by Ann Badger and
Tony Bretherton
Stunning Photography –
Essential skills to effectively
market your institution
run by Bluedog Photography
TEDx Style Speaker Workshop
run by Jon Yeo
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An introduction to Archives
run by Steve Stefanopoulos
Synergetic and Potentiality workshops
on advanced training and practical instruction
run by Tim Dawson and John Batistich
My Brilliant Career in Advancement
run by Philip Mayers and Tilda Bostwick
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Awards Breakfast Blitz –

Showc asing the Awards Finalists

This year the 3 finalists from each category were offered a free
TEDx Presentation Training Course (either online or at the half
day pre-conference workshop) and were also invited to showcase
their nomination in a five minute presentation at the Awards Blitz
session. All delegates were then invited to attend the Awards
Breakfast Blitz, which was held on the Thursday morning, prior to
the Awards Lunch, to have face to face contact with the finalists.

The Awards Blitz was set in a market place theme, where delegates had the opportunity to move around and visit each of the finalists
in the various categories. The finalists showcased their submissions and answered many questions in the speed sessions.
Congratulations to all the Award winners, who no doubt returned to their institutions delighted to celebrate their achievements.
A testimony received from one of the delegates:
I appreciated the opportunity to see what other institutions are doing in all areas of Advancement. I enjoyed being able to ask questions,
view the submissions and take home relevant information for my institution.

Mrs Sue Russell
Mrs Glenda Fitz-Payne
Coordinators Award Blitz and Social Programs
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4 George Place, Artamon 2064
9420 5500 | www.lyg.net.au

At Lindsay Yates Group, we’ve established ourselves as one of the smartest printers in Sydney, but we’re also one of the cleanest,
greenest and perhaps even the most creative. A place where ideas are shared and made even better.
Lindsay Yates Group services are designed to support all areas of communication throughout your organisation. We understand the
importance of being able to focus on core activities. That’s why many of our clients rely on us to manage the full suite of printed,
promotional and operational procurement requirements, such as:

STATIONERY

LOGISTICS & TRANSPORT

BOOKS, BROCHURES & LEAFLETS

PROSPECTUS PRINTING

OFFSET & DIGITAL PRINT

ANNUAL REPORTS

FULFILMENT & WAREHOUSING

SCHOOL MAGAZINES

Environmental
Policy

Lindsay Yates Group and its accredited supplier base operate in compliance with
applicable environmental laws and regulations to safeguard the enviroment, health
and safety of employees, clients and public. We promote effective use of resources,
such as recycling paper, utilising green energy and using water resources wisely.

NEED EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION COLLATERAL?
THEN SPEAK TO ONE OF OUR SALES EXPERTS AT LINDSAY YATES GROUP
02 9420 5500 TO DISCUSS YOUR NEXT PROJECT

Are your people good writers?
Save with our Educate Plus member rate

If the writing in your team lacks impact, our one-day
training workshop for Educate Plus Members may be the
answer. Customised, in-house, guaranteed.
For a group booking for your team of up to 15 people, and
for our special Educate Plus rate, phone
Frank Chamberlin at Action Words to discuss the best
options for you and your team.
Phone 0408 359 039

Action Words
1/1 Argyle Place East,
Carlton VIC 3053
Email: frank@actionwords.com.au
www.actionwords.com.au
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2016 Excellence Awards
The Educate Plus Awards for
Excellence celebrates the highest
achieving individuals and institutions
in Advancement in Australia and
New Zealand. The Awards showcase
best practice, leadership and
innovation across the industry and
set new benchmarks for schools
and universities.
The Awards are held biennially and
recognise advancement excellence
across the four Educate Plus pillars of
Admissions, Alumni & Community
Relations, Fundraising, and Marketing &
Communications. There are also a number
of additional Awards which recognise
individuals who have made special
contributions across key areas. Each
submission for an Award is reviewed by a
panel of esteemed Fellows from within the
educational advancement sector. Judges
have the option of awarding winners in
both the School and Tertiary sectors.

Winners:
Schools: Brisbane Boys’ College, QLD
Tertiary: St Catherine's College,
UWA

MLC Claremont A well planned project with
outstanding results. A strong understanding of
website metrics with ability to gauge conversion
and actual impact on school enrolments. MLC
Claremont should be commended for producing
such an outstanding website that is not only
visually stunning, but user friendly, and more
importantly reflects accountable marketing
metrics. An impressive application that is
reflective of the project.

Fundraising Campaign or
Annual Giving
Recognising excellence in an Annual
Giving or Fundraising Campaign
Brisbane Boys’ College: Excellent community
engagement and presentation. This was a big project,
not just re-branding but cultural and organisational
change. There was a good roadmap. The creative was
emotive with wonderful lead paragraphs. Noteworthy
was the on-brand and off-brand behaviours in the
Staff Brand Book, which was a brilliant idea.

Finalists
• MLC, WA
• St Joseph's College, NSW
• Ravenswood School for Girls, NSW

Winner:
St Joseph’s College

There were numerous entrants across all
categories for this year’s Awards and the
judges were impressed by the overall high
standard of work from all submissions.
Winning an industry-recognised Award
provides significant kudos to both
individuals and their institutions and
as seen by the number of entries, are
keenly contested.
As shown in the separate article, this
year finalists were each offered a
complimentary presentation preconference
workshop to develop and hone their
presentations skills. This was followed
by a new TED style Breakfast Blitz
opportunity for finalists to showcase their
entries and share their key learnings with
other members.
The Educate Plus Awards for Excellence
are sponsored by AskRIGHT and we
were pleased to have Dr Robin Williams,
Senior Consultant, presenting the awards
at the Awards Lunch held at the 2016
International Conference.

Excellence Awards

St Catherine's College UWA: There were clear
objectives to address a genuine need. There were
identified differences to the other colleges and a real
clarity of purpose.
Excellent use of human resources. Simple yet
effective strategies with measurable outcomes.
Excellent communication, ownership and buy-in
from all stakeholders. Amazing result from such a
small spend. Feeling of enthusiasm and ownership
of students, office and alumni. Comprehensive
understanding of positioning and beautifully written.

Marketing &
Communications Online
Recognising excellence and/or
innovation in online / digital media,
for communications, marketing and
engagement goals (eg website, social
media, viral marketing, etc)

Finalists
•
•
•
•

Abbotsleigh, NSW
MLC, WA
St Catherine’s School, VIC
Redlands College, QLD

Marketing &
Communications Campaign

Winner:

Recognising excellence in a reputation
and/or profile building campaign (eg
advertising, branding identity, newsletters,
brochures, annual reports, etc)

Highly Commended:

Finalists
• St Catherine's College, UWA
• Thomas Hassall Anglican College, NSW
• Brisbane Boys’ College, QLD
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The ‘Boys from the Bush’ evidenced a well-planned
and integrated approach to a program soundly
based on the values of St Joseph’s community.
An excellent ROI in a long-term program of real
community impact.

Capital Campaign or Major
Gifts or Bequests
Recognising excellence in a Capital
Campaign, Major Gifts or Bequest program

Finalists
•
•
•
•

Brisbane Girls’ Grammar School, Qld
Sacred Heart College, NZ
Emmanuel College, VIC
Ascham School, NSW

Winners:
Emmanuel College, Warrnambool
VIC and Ascham School, NSW

MLC, WA
Abbotsleigh, NSW
Emmanuel College: It was a delight to discover
that a regional school in Victoria, with a number of
constraints facing it, could take on the challenge
of a major capital works program and successfully
conduct a relatively sophisticated capital appeal in
support of it. We applaud the structured approach
outlined, the adherence to process which clearly
followed and the observation that the benefits from
this capital raising will include a whole changed
attitude towards philanthropy at Emmanuel College
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in the longer term. It was clear that Campaign
Leadership and the training of it was critical and
the extent to which costs were controlled was
commendable. Community outreach and engagement
as a key success factor are to be applauded. An
outstanding fundraising exercise. Congratulations!

Sacred Heart College: Stories from the Heart
campaign was an innovative, affordable and simple
campaign to celebrate a 50 year anniversary. An
effective and personal program of telling 50 stories
about alumni and sharing with the local community
through a variety of advertising mediums.
Ascham School: The fundraising of $8.5 million
achieved in support of The Ascham Duntrim
Campaign was bold and is to be congratulated,
especially as to process and in particular
the creative, structured and effective use of
Ambassadors across the school to support the
campaign.

Admissions Campaign
and/or Events

Fundraising Event
Recognising excellence in a
fundraising event

Finalists
• The John Berne School, NSW
• Ascham School, NSW
• St Catherine’s School, NSW

University of Melbourne: Update your details
campaign used a simplicity of strategy, which
ensured a high success rate of responses. In
addition, themes created to attract responses from
diverse groups of alumni were effective.

Winner:

Alumni or Community Event

St Catherine’s School, NSW

Recognising excellence in a specific event
for Alumni and/or Community

Highly Commended
Ascham School, NSW

St Andrew’s College: Recipes from the Tartan
Kitchen. To rescue a project that has fallen off
the rails and then execute it where it hits all the
strategic objectives with such style, quality and
originality takes grit, passion and sheer hard work.
Through the recipes, stories and photographs you
get a very positive and warm feel for the school.
Congratulations on this recipe book that would
sit with pride in any kitchen - and also for raising
to date, in excess of $130,000 net. We thought it
was awesome in every way, but was particularly
impressed with the way they rallied around after
such a significant setback.

Finalists

Recognising excellence in a campaign
and/or specific event directed at securing
enrolments (eg advertising program,
Open Day)

Finalists
• Stuartholme School, QLD
• Fahan School, TAS
• Thomas Hassall Anglican College, NSW

Winner:
Fahan School Tasmania

• Knox Grammar School, NSW
• MLC, WA
• Wesley College, VIC

Winner:
Wesley College, VIC

Fahan School: A very well presented submission
which addressed the criteria clearly and concisely.
We liked the way in which the campaign took
advantage of the campus. Figures provided indicated
a successful campaign with ongoing benefits
through the videos produced.

St Catherine’s School: The event was impressively
planned involving large cross sections of the school
community and raised significant funds for their
school. The judges were particularly impressed with
the creativity that was clearly evident.

Alumni or Community
Campaign
Recognising excellence in a series of
activities or programs designed to engage
with Alumni and/or Community

Finalists
•
•
•
•
•

Santa Sabina College, NSW
Sacred Heart College, WA
Concordia College, SA
University of Western Australia
University of Melbourne

Winners:
Schools: Sacred Heart College, WA
Tertiary: University of Melbourne

Admissions Publications
Wesley College: An outstanding achievement of
incredible proportion, creatively engaging with a
large and diverse group of the community and alumni
under budget. We were impressed it was delivered
exceptionally professionally in house. Quite an
achievement for that school’s team.

Alumni or Community
Publication

Winner:
Knox Grammar School NSW

Recognising excellence in an Alumni
and/or Community publication

Finalists
• St Michael’s Grammar School, VIC
• Kingswood College, VIC
• St Andrew’s College, NZ

Winner:
St Andrew’s College, NZ
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Recognising excellence in a publication,
using any medium, specifically targeting
enrolments. (eg prospectus, institutional
video)

Knox Grammar School: The video was a wonderful
way to celebrate the 90 year anniversary and provide
excellent promotional material. Having the boys
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sing "Lanterns" and perform the music as well was a
distinctive difference. Whilst an expensive project,
the result was well worth the investment in time,
effort and dollars.

Special Awards
Newcomer Award
Recognition of an Educate Plus member
who has commenced work in the field
of educational advancement since the
beginning of the previous Educate
Plus International Conference year and
made an immediate and recognisable
contribution to their institution.
Winners:
Emma Dixon, Somerville House
QLD & Penny Bowman, Haileybury
VIC
The judges commented here that both
these ladies have achieved more in their
short times in their respective roles than
many of us achieve in a career. We salute
these two exceptional practitioners and
members of Educate Plus.

been an outstanding member of staff and has made a
tremendous difference to the Development office with
her creativity, knowledge and personable nature. In
2015, Penny completed the Educate Plus Alumni
& Community Relations Certified Advancement
Practitioner training course in Adelaide. The
organisation was so impressed with her and the
Haileybury program that Penny was invited to
present at a subsequent course in Sydney. In 2015,
Penny recognised there was potential for her own
school’s alumni association (Toorak Collegians) to
engage with their members more effectively. Since
becoming VP of the Collegians, Penny has surveyed
the entire alumni community, communicated to the
committee her findings and is now in the process of
implementing a comprehensive engagement strategy.
Penny and a team of others have recently worked to
present a session at the International Conference,
investigating how gender diversity in the industry
can be improved and to encourage gender diversity at
the leadership level especially. In an effort to refine
her skills in this industry, in 2016, Penny commenced
a marketing diploma through Swinburne University,
the skills of which she is already implementing in her
daily role.

Mentor Award
Recognition of an Educate Plus
member who has provided a strong
sense of motivation and encouragement,
a willingness to share ideas and
experiences and provided practical
support to their mentee through their
participation in the Educate Plus
Mentor Program

Ronael’s vision is to connect past and present
Collegians. She identified sport as a common interest.
The outcome was the establishment of two senior
netball teams becoming part of the MLC Netball Club
and the Collegian Association funding coaching and
umpire training for younger Collegians.

Winner:

Anyone who has had the good fortune to interact with
Ronael recognizes her integrity and will be embraced
by her grace, warmth and support. She displays
the qualities and values which epitomise being an
MLC girl.

Carolyn Prebble, King’s School,
New Zealand
Emma Dixon: Emma entered the education industry
and commenced her membership with Educate Plus
when she started in the role of Development Manager
at Somerville House in April 2015.
Since that time, she has made a significant, positive
impact on the School community through her
work with the Somerville House Foundation. With
tertiary qualifications and relevant experience in
law, commerce and marketing, Emma has brought
a unique perspective to the role of Development
Manager. She is passionate about education,
particularly for girls, and chose to move from the
professional services industry into education, due to
its strong alignment with her values
and interests.
Since commencing in the role, Emma has been
instrumental in establishing structures and
processes for the Foundation to ensure its effective
management, growth and legal compliance. She has
incredible perception and engagement that have
ensured all aspects of her work flourish.
She is an active contributor to Educate Plus and
exemplifies the qualities we seek to develop in
our members.

Institutional Leader Award
Recognition of an educational leader
who has supported and contributed to
the role of educational advancement in
their school/ institution.
Carolyn Prebble: Carolyn Prebble is one of the
most conscientious mentors that the NZ Chapter
has. She welcomes, advises and stewards numerous
people throughout the country. She spends hours
on the phone being the best advocate that Educate
Plus could have, spreading the word about what we
can offer and encouraging new members in their
roles. She does not only encourage new people into
the industry but is happy to approach the most
accomplished practitioners and welcome them. She
has hosted numerous Educate Plus events over the
past two decades and the doors of King’s are always
on offer for hospitality and networking. She is
definitely the face of Educate Plus in Auckland and
someone all members can look up to and approach for
any help they need.

Recognition of the strong contribution one
of our volunteers has made to assist in the
Advancement of education in Australasia.
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Ronael has acted in an ambassadorial capacity to
promote the College and encourage rural families to
consider MLC as their school of choice.

MLC is truly blessed to have Ronael as part of their
community.

Volunteer Leadership Award

Penny Bowman: Penny commenced as Events
and Administration Coordinator at Haileybury in
September 2014. Prior to this role, Penny had always
been an Executive Assistant primarily in the finance
industry. During her time at Haileybury, Penny has

Ronael Humphris: Ronael has been associated with
the Boarding House at Methodist Ladies’ College for
many years, both as a boarder herself, and now as
the Mum of Angie, a boarder in Year 11. In all aspects
Ronael is an outstanding ambassador for the College
and for women’s education in general. She is talented,
articulate and visionary, and has that wonderful ability
to relate to people from all backgrounds, ages and
ethnicity. There is nothing we could ask of Ronael that
she would not respond with an enthusiastic ‘yes’! She
is a ‘half glass full’ type of person and has a genuine
respect and affection for all things MLC. She is a
passionate supporter of the Boarding House, and a
supportive and generous parent. Ronael has been very
involved in our bi-annual ‘Summer Markets’, and the
Schools sporting program.

Winner:
Ronael Humphris, Methodist Ladies’
College, WA

Winner:
Barbara Watkins, Principal Loreto
Normanhurst, NSW

Barbara Watkins: As CEO and Principal
of Loreto Normanhurst, Barbara Watkins
has cultivated a culture at the school
which not only recognises but places value
on the work performed in the Development
area. Her leadership is a major factor in
ensuring that the various sectors within
the school work together seamlessly to
support the ongoing sustainability of
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Loreto Normanhurst. Barbara is a visionary
and visible leader. She recognises the
importance of advancement and is
involved on a strategic level but also
provides the necessary support on an
operational level. Her enthusiastic support
and active involvement ensures that the
initiatives of the Development Team are
well aligned with the overall strategic
objectives for Loreto Normanhurst.
Barbara is a much-loved presence at all
school events run by the Development
Office. Since taking on the role of Principal
in 2008, Barbara has been significantly
involved in the implementation of a
number of new initiatives within the
Development realm. Her personal touch,
whether it be via letters and invitations
addressed from her, phone calls, face to
face meetings and attendance at events,
is a key factor to the success of the work of
the Development Team.
However Barbara’s support for
advancement professionals extends
beyond the team at Loreto Normanhurst.
In 2015, Barbara offered to host the
Educate Plus NSW/ACT Chapter
Conference at Loreto Normanhurst.
The structure of the Development Team
at Loreto Normanhurst has undergone
significant changes over the years to adapt
to the changing environment. Barbara has
led this transformation with her vision, and
by assessing the requirements as well as
the abilities of individual team members
- building a strong and committed team
who work towards the shared goal of the
advancement of Loreto Normanhurst, and
making significant contributions to the
wider advancement network.

Debbie Cook: Debbie is one of the shining
stars of Educate Plus. Debbie has been
a trailblazer in the field of advancement.
It is her unwavering commitment to the
profession and the world of education that
has shaped her outstanding contribution
which with others in the Chapter set the
course of advancement in New Zealand.
Debbie is the consummate professional
with a large heart. She is known for
striving to achieve the best, always by
expecting it of herself and others. She
leads through example and willingly
supports her peers to learn how they can
succeed and achieve great things for their
organisations.
Debbie’s association at St Cuthbert’s
College has been a long and special
one. She is an Old Girl, a past parent,
past Board Member and was Director
of Development for 14 years until her
retirement in 2015.
Debbie has been in charge of many
projects both large and small which have
changed the face of the College and raised
considerable sums of money. She is an
exemplary model of the College motto,
`By Love Serve’. This is demonstrated by
her passion for education—supporting
it through development, her exceptional
skills, positive outlook and good humour.
During their time at St Cuthbert’s College

there has been a living example of the
excellent working relationship between the
Principal Lynda Reid (who is our inaugural
Educate Plus Institutional Leader) and
Debbie Cook.
Debbie has served on the New Zealand
Committee for many years, followed
by a term as Vice President and more
recently as President and Member of the
Australasian Board. To this day, even
in so-called retirement, she is an active
volunteer on the Committee. Debbie,
with her long-time friend and colleague,
fellow Trevor Wigney Award recipient—
Carolyn Prebble--are leading the effort to
host and now organise the 2018 biennial
international conference to be held in
Auckland, New Zealand.
Through personal mentoring, conference
presentations and working with many
boards and institutional leaders Debbie
has educated successive generations of
advancement professionals.
Debbie we acknowledge, thank and
salute you for your outstanding
contributions to Educate Plus and its
members throughout Australasia.

Barbara Watkins we salute you as an
outstanding educator and strong supporter
of advancement.

Trevor Wigney Award
Recognition of a member for outstanding
service in the advancement of education
in Australasia. Recognising individuals
who have made a significant contribution
through exceptional advancement
success and who have advanced the
professionalism of their colleagues by
mentoring and giving generously of their
time, expertise, vision and conviction.

Winner:
Debbie Cook, NZ

2016 Fellows
NSW
Pip Warrick
Alison Handmer
David Osborne
Catherine Marvell
QLD
Lea Walker-Franks
WA
Joanne Haynes
Julie Cameron
Margo Bastow
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NZ
Catherine Boyer
Vicki Fowler
Rob Hay
Janice Lapwood
Naomi Wilde
VIC
Adam Liddiard
SA
Kay Fyfe
Sue Giacobbe
Karen Schaumloffel
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2016 International
Conference Testimonials

I wanted to let you know that I thoroughly enjoyed the Educate Plus Gold Coast conference. The speakers were great. Being
able to ‘chat’ with people in the industry was invaluable. Everyone was so forthcoming with information and more than
happy to share ideas. The food and activities were also fabulous. Thank you.

I attended the Educate + conference last week and firstly – what an amazing conference! I learnt so much and had
fabulous time learning so much about my fellow advancement professionals. Cannot recommend the conference highly
enough! I can say that we were lucky enough to have 5 members from our office able to attend, right across marketing /
admin / development (fundraising and alumni), and we all came away with the same opinion, that it was just fantastic and
you guys do an amazing job. So a very, very big thank you!

Just a quick note to thank you and your whole team at Educate Plus for the fabulous conference last week. I learnt a huge
amount and have SO much to think about – it certainly challenged me, entertained me and most definitely educated me.
Many thanks from us all at Yarra Valley Grammar.

Congratulations on a successful conference last week! I know that our team learnt a lot and had a great time!

Congratulations on an absolutely spectacular conference. All of the hard work, planning and heart made for the best
conference ever. Thank you for making everything run smoothly, providing us with great speakers and sponsors and offering
an experience that so perfectly brought together learning and networking.
I also say a big thank you for the bottle of Veuve! I'm sharing it tonight with some dear friends and my new friend Daiga from
Seattle. Thank you on many levels. Enjoy a hard earned rest, but relish in your success.

Congratulations to all who were involved in organising last week’s conference. It was my first and I hope not my
only as I thought it was extremely well organised and most informative.

Just a personal note to congratulate you on an incredibly successful conference. Extremely well organised in
every way. I thoroughly enjoyed myself (you may have noticed) and gained a lot from the sessions. Well done.

Thanks again for a wonderful experience last week at Educate Plus! What an event!

Thanks for an excellent conference. Congratulations to all those that worked so hard to ensure the best conference ever.
There were many highlights – the three keynote speakers were excellent. For me the very best offering was John Yeo’s
session on Friday morning. Story telling is so powerful. Around me there were tears and laughter making for the most
memorable session of all.

Many thanks for what was an extremely busy, but successful week. It was great to meet you and in fact many
colleagues and peers from the industry. Being my first conference and still new to the industry I found it
informative, useful and a great way to get a broad overview of the many facets of this corner of the world. I will
most definitely encourage the School to attend future conferences.

Congratulations on an absolutely spectacular conference. All of the hard work, planning and heart made for the best
conference ever. Thank you for making everything run smoothly, providing us with great speakers and sponsors and
offering an experience that so perfectly brought together learning and networking.
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Welcome Function
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Gala Evening
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Driving Continual School Improvement
through Evidence Based Stakeholder Research
MMG Education assists schools with their continual improvement processes by providing insights
into strategy and change processes through the application of evidence based research.

• Tailored in-depth school satisfaction & performance reviews for parents, staff and students
• Benchmarking performance with other schools through MMG’s extensive database
covering views from over 90,000 stakeholders nationally

•
•
•
•
•

Providing school Heads with insights from stakeholders about potential strategic initiatives
360 degree school staff feedback reviews
Year-specific ‘transition’ research for parents and students
Prospective parents’ and school alumni reviews
Optimisation of school enrolment processes
Nicholas Guyatt, Rob Pfeiffer, Tony Pfeiffer
Ph: (02) 9369 1449

Unearthing your School’s
Inspiring Identity
Award Winner – Marketing &
Communications Campaign

By Adele Graves, Director of Communications / Nicole de Vries, Director of Marketing
			 Kyle Thompson, Deputy Head Master – Brisbane Boys’ College
In 2015 Brisbane Boys’ College (BBC) launched its new brand
identity – ‘A New School of Thought’. Designed to clearly
articulate the school’s defining difference in the educational
marketplace, the project honoured brand as a critical strategic
driver and the single organising principle for how BBC behaves,
communicates and connects inside and out.
All four pillars of brand were addressed – the experienced brand
(what the organisation does), the espoused brand (what the
organisation says), the enacted brand (how the organisation
behaves) and the enlightened brand (what the organisation stands
for) – with open and honest feedback sought from key stakeholders
across the board to capture the collective voice of the College.
External agency, Brand Council, was engaged to facilitate and
objectively guide the process to ensure the project team was able
to gain authentic insights – insights you wouldn’t necessarily
be able to glean from perception surveys and demographic data
alone. The proactive involvement of all groups proved critical in
the development of the brand idea and ultimately in fostering a
sense of energy and momentum across the wider community.

In one of several consultative workshops, staff determined a set of
principles which now act as the foundation for all interactions and
are focused around brand behaviours. The principles continue to
be inculcated throughout the organisation and inform professional
development strategies and programs.
Beyond the campaign itself, ‘A New School of Thought’ has
provided a catalyst for communication, a scope for innovation and
a platform for nurturing school spirit. It has empowered staff to tell
BBC’s story in a consistent, compelling and very real way.
The campaign has been well received by the school’s community,
has generated increased interest from prospective families and
continues to open up new, exciting and authentic opportunities
for storytelling in forums such as social media, the College’s
website and Collegian Magazine.
For BBC’s project management team – Adele Graves, Nicole de
Vries and Kyle Thompson – the experience has demonstrated the
benefits that can come from ‘blocking out the noise’, throwing
caution to constant comparison and instead choosing to focus on
staying true to who you are and what you stand for.

Your son may tell you
his favourite subject
is jumping through ladders.
Don’t tell him,
but we’re actually teaching
him Maths.
We know that boys learn better when they move – you could
say that running and jumping are part of our curriculum.
At Brisbane Boys’ College, fundamentals start with a jump.
Boys, particularly those in Junior School, are visual and tactile
learners and that’s why we’re committed to finding the best
teaching method for boys of all ages. And if they exercise
along the way, that’s great too. They will be better equipped to
climb taller ladders beyond the school gates.

www.bbc.qld.edu.au
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Rebranding University
Campus Living
Award Winner – Marketing & Communications Campaign
Mandy McFarland
Director of Advancement, St Catherine’s College, UWA

How S t Catherine’s Re sidential C ollege, UWA
repositioned itself for suc c e ss
St Catherine's Residential College is
affiliated with the University of Western
Australia with 400 residents, largely
made up of regional students but also has
28% international students representing
38 different cultures. Facing a number
of substantial marketing challenges, it
was imperative for the College to create
a cohesive brand with a clear marketing
proposition that would reposition
the College as the premier choice of
residential living at UWA.

completed a contemporary re-development
in which the College not only doubled in
size but also went co-educational. Many of
the alumnae were either unaware of this
major development or unsure about such a
huge cultural change.
Previously no dedicated marketing
function within the College.
Following a strategic review, a small team
of three staff (one permanent staff member
and two student interns who were

engagement strategy and
• the launch of a strategic philanthropy
program.

Key Learnings
Understand who you are and find the
balance between being contemporary
whilst honouring a proud heritage
and legacy
Crystallise your message and style so it
is compelling and easily translated across
all your marketing platforms and to all
your stakeholders
Be creative about how you use
your resources
Secure organisational ownership so
everyone is responsible for the messages
and protective of the brand (not just the
marketing team)

What can others take away?
Involve your young alumni to provide
additional resources, whether in a formal
intern program as young marketing
graduates seeking experience or as
another part of the project

(ltr) Staff: Luke Ribet, Mandy McFarland, Taufiq Zainal

Marketing challenges:
Competitively located adjacent to
four other colleges providing similar
services and amenities so very difficult
to stand out.
The term 'residential accommodation'
is not clearly understood and marketing
to parents and prospective students,
is challenging.
The College had been a womens’ only
college for nearly 70 years and in 2013
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residents in the College) re-branded and
subsequently re-positioned St Catherine's
with a very modest budget. The rebrand
which took place in 2015 included a
new website, all marketing collateral
including a biannual magazine, stationery,
promotional items, digital designs and
social media integration.

Ensure your design and platforms can
be internally managed post the launch
to reduce those high ongoing costs
commonly associated with brand or
digital agencies
Tighten and review your brief constantly
to ensure whoever is tasked to provide the
designs and functionality knows what you
want to achieve (the back and forth costs
time and money)
Be ambitious about the timing – there
is no time like the present to initiate
positive change!

Within one year we achieved:
• an admissions' waiting list for the
first time in the College’s history;
• the commencement of a defined alumni
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Towards 2025
Award Winner - Marketing & Communications Online
Annette Suann
Director of Community Engagement,
Methodist Ladies’ College, Claremont
create persona reports for the typical
MLC family;

Methodist Ladies’ College Claremont
is honoured to have received the 2016
Marketing and Communications award at
the Educate Plus International Conference.

• a background desk research was
independently produced as a means to
create a digital vision that focused on
customer needs, while still achieving
business objectives;

The development of the new website
aligned with the introduction of the
College’s new 10-year Strategic Plan,
Towards 2025, which included a new
Vision, Mission and Values, the release of
a summer and winter school uniform and
a brand refresh.

• a detailed content audit was
undertaken to eliminate unnecessary
clutter; and,

Our objectives for the new website and
digital marketing strategy were to:

• Develop an engaging online presence
that uniquely recounts the MLC
experience and story.

• Develop a new website for MLC,
compatible with all devices, that would
be ready by the beginning of the 2015
school year;

To ensure these objectives were achieved
for project delivery:
• the appointed agency was invited to
key events at the school to experience
first-hand the MLC vibe and energy
which we wanted our brand to
encapsulate;

• Launch a refreshed brand aligned to
the announcement of Towards 2025,
the College's 10-year improvement
agenda, with clear articulation of
the next phase of the MLC journey
and with a well-defined road map for
all communication and marketing
vehicles; and

• workshops were undertaken to clearly
identify the audience for the website,
to create digital objectives and to

• a photographic and communications
style guide was developed to ensure
aesthetic consistency and delivery of
the brand.
Since the introduction of the website, hits
on the Admissions page of the site have
increased by 286%. Traffic from mobile
devices has increased from an average of
13% to more than 21%.
The MLC website is now a true reflection
of the College in its second century, which
celebrates the stories, successes and
vision of its students, staff, Collegians
and community.

ARE YOOOOOOO LOOKING FOR
RECRUITMENT WISDOM???
Dakin Mayers & Associates has been part of the Australian NFP recruitment
landscape for 25 years and has an impressive reputation for specialist expertise,
knowledge and alignment with the Education sector across Australia.
We are proud supporters of Educate Plus and look forward to assisting you to recruit quality
candidates to key positions including ADVANCEMENT, FUNDRAISING, ALUMNI, HR and
FINANCE professionals.
With top level recruitment experience, Peter Dakin, Philip Mayers, Sallie Hill and Rick Mayers
will ‘make your people our priority’ - so please call us for a confidential chat on 1800 241 243
or visit www.dakinmayers.com.au BECAUSE WE DO GIVE A HOOT!
CR2055_Dakin Magazine_1.indd 1

Showcase
your school in the
best light

10/10/2016 11:04 am

Specialist in school
marketing photography
and video

Australia Wide | 0414260148 | westolhurstphotography.com
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Over 2000 Australian Schools are using mobile apps to
connect with parents and communities.
WHAT’S NEW FOR 2017?

eFORM BUILDER

DIRECT NOTIFICATIONS

INTEGRATIONS

We’ve added a drag & drop
eform builder, for staff to
create and send any type of
form in minutes.

Schools can now send push
notifications direct to specific
users as well as improved
group notification settings.

Heaps of new integrations with
Australia’s leading learning, student and content management
systems.
+plenty more

WHY LAUNCH A SCHOOL APP FOR 2017?
-Mobile is now the #1 interface used for communication
and accessing information, it has our full attention!
-Keep parents updated in real time. Send notifications
and news items as they happen.
-360 engagement, parents can engage with the school
and vise versa due to the dynamic features available.

CALL US TO LEARN MORE AND TAKE YOUR
SCHOOL MOBILE FOR 2017!
Call:
02 9411 7759

Email:
info@appademic.com.au

Visit:
appademic.com.au

Now in Queensland and still strong in NSW

From backyard parties to formal dinners to the next big
school fundraising event, Piquant Catering can help you
every step of the way.
Contact us 02 9713 1577 or office@piquant.com.au
www.piquant.com.au

The Ascham Duntrim Campaign
Award Winner - Capital Campaign or Major Gifts
Program Or Bequests

Jackie Dalton
Director of Communications and Community,
Ascham School
event. A gala fundraising dinner
was seen as the best method to raise
the most funds possible in launching
the Campaign.
• The dinner was a success, with $2.4
million raised on the night.
• The move into the public phase of
the Campaign took place during 2015
and 2016.
The Communications and Community
team on the day of the official opening
of the Centre for the Sciences
The Ascham Duntrim Campaign is
the most far-reaching Capital Campaign
that Ascham School has ever undertaken.
From the outset we wanted to encourage
widespread support for our vision for the
school and to have as many people in
our community participate as possible.
Every gift, large or small, was warmly
acknowledged and gratefully received.

We believe there were two key factors
that contributed to the success of the
Campaign, and these factors can be
replicated by any school or tertiary
institution.
Firstly, we ensured that every gift to the
Campaign was tax-deductible and most
could be pledged over five years. This
allowed all members of our community to
aim higher in giving than might otherwise
have been possible. One of our key
messages was for each of our donors to
‘give at a level that is generous for
you personally’.
Secondly, we had a large group of
volunteers throughout the Campaign,
comprising current parents and Old Girls.
Our wonderful volunteers ‘spread the word’
amongst our community in a vibrant and
positive way, and ensured that support for
the Campaign was strong.

First day of operations for the Centre for
the Sciences and Ascham’s new boarding
facility, Duntrim House
The Capital Campaign followed a
traditional format:
• The silent phase took place over four
years, from 2011 to 2014, during which
time a significant level of support was
secured for the Campaign.
• The launch of the Campaign occurred in
2015, with one high-impact fundraising
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The conventional wisdom amongst schools
in Australia is that girls’ schools generally
struggle to raise as much in philanthropic
support as do boys’ schools. What The
Ascham Duntrim Campaign demonstrates
is that girls’ schools can raise significant
funding through a Capital Campaign, and
the model used at Ascham can be applied
at other schools.

Three great shots (1, 2 and 3) from the
labs on the day of the official opening of
the Centre for the Sciences – we had a
range of interactive activities happening
and you can see the wonder on the faces
of the children!

The funds raised for The Ascham
Duntrim Campaign now stand at over $8.5
million. This level of support has had a
transformational impact on the school, and
clearly shows the power of philanthropy to
make a difference.
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Emmanuel College
Award Winner - Capital Campaign or Major Gifts or Bequests
Carole Reid
Director of Development, Emmanual College, Warrnambool

Emmanuel College
Warrnambool is a Catholic
low-fee school location in
a region with one of the
lowest Year 12 attainment
rates in Australia.
The college board responded by planning
for current and future growth to 1500
students with a detailed master plan.
The challenge to implement the plan in
stages was real. The college without an
alumni association or foundation without
government support was an issue.
The capital appeal award submission
identified
• The process to raise an initial $1.5
million, increased to $1.8 million of a
$9.5 million project.
• The well researched plan relevant to
the college and the socio-economic
demographic of the region
• Focus on identified benefits to youth
and the region
• Short, medium and long term benefits
from the appeal outside of financial
gain were identified and considered
important
• Realistic achievable goals to achieve a
successful outcome

• Recognising and celebrating success

Take away?

The target was reached in 15 months.
The success factors to achieve this
outcome were

If Emmanuel College without a foundation
or active alumni can do it others can.
The goodwill and recognition from our
current and past communities is a bonus
and will assist with engagement in the
future. To achieve the development
of The Emmanuel Centre without any
government support has been celebrated
by others saying it just shows ‘If you really
what to achieve and make a difference
you can’.

• Remaining focussed on the strategy
• Good cost effective marketing ensuring
that the college brand was enhanced
as part of the process
• Acknowledging that face to face
meetings were key to the success
• Ensuring that all marketing, meetings
and communication strongly identify
how giving to the appeal would make a
difference to students and the broader
regional community

• The selection of a small well networked
capital appeal committee with strong
leadership and supported training
• Short time lines established to ensure
the committee remained focussed,
with reporting expectations
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• Ensure capital appeal committee were
contacted regularly to ensure they
remained focussed and supported to
assist where necessary but keeping
meetings to a minimum
• Celebrate milestones
• Retain strong leadership and energy
• Quality ongoing recognition of donors
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The Outstanding School for Girls
Award Winner - Admissions Campaign and/or Event
Laura Bird
Marketing and Communications Officer, Fahan School

An integrated marketing campaign, titled
The Outstanding School for Girls, was
implemented by Fahan School’s Marketing
and Communications department to
demonstrate what a Fahan School
education can provide. There were a
number of internal and external strategies,
with the long term goal of increasing
enrolment numbers by expressing and
reinforcing what it is to be a Fahan Girl.

of two Fahan students, one past and one
present, recounting their time at Fahan.
The first video needed to communicate
and engage prospective parents and
allow them to envision their daughter
as a Fahan Girl. The second video
had the dual purpose of engaging and
celebrating the Fahan Alumni, whilst also
demonstrating to existing and prospective
parents how successful a Fahan Girl could
become. Through personal voiceover
and beautiful, cinematic visuals,
the videos provided vignettes of the
Fahan experience, focusing on Fahan’s
community spirit, diversity, innovation
and educational excellence.
The videos were released through various
social media channels, through the School
website and directly to the parent and
student community in July 2015.
The videos were highly successful and
resulted in an initial 18,000 engagements.
The click-through rate from the School’s
website, and the number of enrolment
enquiries from visitors watching these
videos, continues to climb demonstrating
that the videos are creating interest and
excitement from the target audiences.

The main external strategy was the
development of two short, highly emotive
promotional videos that told the stories

The Outstanding School for Girls
campaign, featuring the Fahan Girl
videos, was a coordinated branding
approach across all marketing elements

including; increased use of Fahan’s
orange; printed materials; website; social
channels; advertising; communications;
right down to the small detail of creating
a USB in the shape of a Fahan Girl.
The campaign resulted in a significant
increase in enrolment numbers between
2014–2016 and beyond. Fahan now has
a number of wait lists into many year
groups as the positive message continues
to spread and be reinforced throughout
the community.
To view the videos, visit
www.fahan.tas.edu.au

Your daughter can be a
Fahan girl.
Applications for Academic, Music and General
Excellence Scholarships are now open for
Years 5-12 in 2017.
Register at www.fahan.tas.edu.au/scholarships
Registrations close Friday 13 May and examinations
will be held Saturday 21 May.
To enquire contact Edwina Cummings on 03 62251064 or
e-mail enquiries@fahan.tas.edu.au
The outstanding school for girls.
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The Story of 'Lanterns'
Award Winner - Admission Publications
David Hayes
Media Communications Manager, Knox Grammar School

Knox Grammar School's Lanterns music
video project was created to celebrate the
wonderful community and spirit of our
school in its 90th year. The video was a
collaborative project, involving students
and staff from the Knox Preparatory and
Senior School singing and performing
Birds of Tokyo's Lanterns. You can watch
the video at
www.knox.nsw.edu.au/lanterns

Head and Head of the Prep were recruited
to be involved and sing!
When the final Lanterns video was shown
at Presentation Day in December 2014,
the video received huge applause from
the audience and was then immediately
released online.

Enrolment applications increased by
about 7%.
The key lessons:
• Work as a team – this project would
never got off the ground without
passionate and engaged students
and staff

Surveys of new Knox parents found that
the number one influencing factor when
selecting Knox was ‘word of mouth’. By
instilling a sense of pride from our current
parents, we felt that we could boost our
enrolments through enhanced word of
mouth publicity.
We recorded the music from scratch,
starting with bare bones percussion,
building up to hundreds of layers of tracks
featuring our musicians including Prep
and Senior soloists, choirs, brass, strings,
guitar and bagpipes (a much loved part of
life at Knox).

To date it has received almost 25,000
views online and a great response from
parents social media - “So proud my boys
are part of this wonderful school”, “That
Lanterns video reduced me to tears!”,
“The power of social media – this amazing
video was the talk of the night amongst
the parents at my son’s Yr 6 farewell at the
local primary school on Friday evening.
Many had seen it on Facebook.” Our
Enrolment enquiries increased by 10% in
the weeks after the video’s release and

• Know what resonates with your school
community
• Capture real, authentic moments from
the life of your school
• Create content that make people
feel emotions
• Think outside the square

We also wanted it to be a real whole of
school project – the Headmaster, Deputy
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Stories from the Heart
Award Winner - Alumni and/or Community Campaign
Catherine Kolomyjec
Community Relations and Marketing Officer, Sacred Heart College

students that she has delivered as babies,"
I feel completely humbled. It was amazing
to see my babies all grown up. It was the
nicest thing anyone has ever done, and
made all the long hours over the years
worth it."

“I want our 50th celebrations to be
celebrated locally, tell authentic
stories, be humble not showy, and
inspire the past, present and future
of the College.”
Peter Bothe, College Principal

Stories from the Heart has been at the
centrepiece of Sacred Heart College's 50th
anniversary this year – a simple campaign
to tell the stories of past students at our
local bus stop. Every fortnight, two new
stories have popped up, highlighting
inspiring journeys and captivating our
whole local community.
When the project began, we had no
established alumni and rudimentary
archives. This project has unearthed many
stories including the Nolan family, who
have had a continual link to the College for
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50 years, with their aunty actually buying
the block of land that is now our College.
A key to this project’s success has been
the use of different media to tell the story.
More than 10 000 drivers see the Adshel
posters on their way to work. A small
local newspaper ad is a weekly highlight,
whilst the College Facebook page engages
thousands with a more detailed story.

The great lesson from Stories is the
power of stories to inspire an entire
community. We have been overwhelmed
by our families’ engagement, speaking
with pride about their own connection to
the College. This simple campaign was
the catalyst for highly successful 50th
celebrations, but this is just the start of its
true impact. As we commence our next
College chapter, with a passionate alumni
and community, we are certain that
Stories from the Heart will shape Sacred
Heart’s culture for the next 50 years.

One of the highlights of Stories from the
Heart has been the powerful response
from the participants. For many it has
been emotional, particularly with the
involvement of current students in the
interviewing, photographing and photos
for the Facebook posts. Early boarder Dr
Helen Clarke was overwhelmed to see
an image of all the current Sacred Heart
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Recipes from the Tartan Kitchen
Award Winner - Alumni or Community Publication
Francesca Eathorne
Head of Communications, St Andrew’s College, NZ

‘Recipes from the Tartan Kitchen’ is
the St Andrew’s College cookbook. This
initiative was a fundraiser for the College’s
new Centennial Chapel, built to replace
the beloved Memorial Chapel destroyed in
the 2011 earthquakes.
This community publication was the first
cookbook the College had produced and as
well as being a fundraiser it was intended
to engage the community in the lead up to
the centenary celebrations in 2017.
Although the project was initially started
in 2013 it was delayed due to a number
of issues. An amazing effort from the
Advancement team and many hours of
work from volunteers ensured that this
project was delivered successfully. To
date we have raised $133,000 for the
new Chapel.
The Advancement Team was
committed to best practice ensuring
that communications were professional,
a budget adhered to and that sponsors
and volunteers were acknowledged for
their support.

If you are thinking about producing a
cookbook, we recommend taking the time
to understand what sort of publication
you want
to produce
and what
the cost of
this will be,
particularly
in terms
of staff
resources.Strong support from volunteers
is essential and, while it does take time
to effectively manage volunteers, it is
difficult to do these large projects without
extensive outside help. A clear project
plan and a defined list of responsibilities
for each team member are critical.
Things that will take more time than
what you initially think are creating data
queries to aid your sales strategy and
planning and managing the distribution.
The marketing plan should take into
account a period to build excitement
around the book, before the actual sales
period begins.

Regular communications with sponsors
are also important, especially post-project
as they love to get updates on how sales
are going.
The St Andrew’s community relished
the opportunity to be involved with this
project. Recipes were sent in from all over
the world, accompanied by fascinating
stories of StAC school days. Many
parents volunteered to help with recipe
testing, confirming contributor details
and distribution. With all proceeds going
to the new Chapel it was a way for the
wider community to contribute to the
Chapel fundraising but at an affordable
level. The book launched in October and
was the perfect Christmas present; many
people commented what a beautiful gift
it was to give loved ones connected with
the school. The Chapel is due to open
in late October and feedback from the
community so far has been very positive.
While more fundraising is needed
the engagement remains high for this
magnificent new facility.

St Catherine's Magical Wonderland
Award Winner - Alumni or Community Publication
Francesca Eathorne
Head of Communications, St Andrew’s College, NZ
St Catherine’s commenced a capital
campaign in 2012 for the build of a
Research, Performing Arts and Aquatic
Centre (RPAC) – a major capital works
project for the School. To launch the public
phase of the campaign in 2015, it was
decided a special event would be the ideal
opportunity to engage our community in
the fundraising process, and so the Mad
Hatter's Ball was born!
An enthusiastic and experienced
Committee came on board to bring our
vision to life. The school gymnasium
was transformed, with guests entering
‘down the Rabbit Hole’ into a magical
wonderland. There were games to play,
French champagne to purchase, raffle
tickets to buy (including 1 year school
tuition), bids on live and silent auctions,
all contributing towards a profit of just
on $300K, exceeding our initial financial
target of $250,000.
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This event was the first of its kind at St
Catherine’s with 540 tickets purchased at
a price of $160 per head.
Students sat at the Mad Hatter's table,
darting around the trees dressed in
Alice in Wonderland costumes, violinists
played 'grotesque' music and fanfare
trumpeters followed the Queen of Hearts
as she wandered throughout the venue.
The involvement of the students was an
important strategy to serve as a reminder
that this event was raising funds to
provide a wonderful facility for the girls.
A tiered sponsorship program was
developed and three of our platinum
sponsors - Mercedes-Benz Sydney in
partnership with Perfect Auto Body
and Phillips Pantzer Donnelley Real
Estate contributed almost $90,000 to
the fundraising income. Also key to our
fundraising success was the value of
many of the prizes donated, together

with sponsorship options being taken by
a number of school suppliers. We were
delighted to see them support the school
so generously.
There is no doubt the Mad Hatter's Ball
was a milestone event for the school
raising the special event bar considerably
and bringing the school community
together with much enthusiasm. A great
sense of pride was felt by all involved, who
felt they had contributed to St Catherine's
and the RPAC project. There is clear
evidence that the reputation of the school
was enhanced and we have received
considerable positive feedback from the
wider Eastern suburbs community who
had friends who attended.
Below is the link to our flipbook.
http://user-fNq2FN.cld.bz/StCatherines-Waverley-Mad-HattersBall-2015-eBook
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Leadership and the Support
of Advancement
Award Winner – Institutional Leadership Award
Barbara Watkins
Principal, Loreto Normanhurst
The area of Advancement is complex and multi-faceted and quite often a little misunderstood by the organisations
the Advancement staff serve, so championing staff who work in this area and their work is of vital importance for an
organisation’s continued and ongoing sustainability and ultimate success.
Leadership in the area of Advancement is everywhere. The staff I have been fortunate enough
to work with in this area are dedicated, hardworking and creative in their approach to helping
organisations succeed. They are leaders in their field, generous with their advice and collegial in
their approach to the Advancement fraternity. My role as CEO is to encourage their ideas, support
their progress, encourage them when road blocks arise, and be an advocate for their plans for the
organisation at the Board and Leadership Team level.
Organisations are all ultimately about people, particularly in the organisations represented in
Educate Plus. Their Advancement Teams are working everyday on building relationships. When
those relationships are strong this builds trust, and this trust generally brings results, whether
it be in the area of Enrolments, Fundraising, Alumni or Communication and Marketing. Brand
is so important and staff in the Advancement area are acutely aware of the need for brand
management and the need for alignment of the brand in their everyday work.
Why is the encouragement and knowledge of Advancement programs so important by CEOs? It is paramount for two reasons. It means
that 1) Advancement programs are present in the discussion around the Board room table, and; 2) the work of Advancement is noticed
and the essential work they do is celebrated.
I feel honoured to have been given the Educate Plus Award for Institutional Leadership in 2016 and encourage all CEO’s to support those
in Advancement, as ultimately this will drive their organisation to greater success.

Helping the
Education
Sector
Reduce
Legal Risks
Since 1982
Discover how our proven systems
and track record can save your school
time and money.
Get in touch with Dominic Cudmore
today. He’s here to help you.
GOVERNANCE

02 9331 0266
dominic.cudmore@jfmlaw.com.au

COMPLIANCE
HR SERVICES
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS

raise more money
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consultation for
Educate Plus members

1300 758 812
0274 929 636
admin@AskRIGHT.com
AskRIGHT.com
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Student Philanthropy:
The New Black
Michael Burke and Maree Choenden-Dhongdue

In early 2014 The Australian National University (ANU) was one
of the only top 100 universities in the world without an annual/
regular-giving program. Our alumni community had never been
asked to support the University philanthropically in a strategic
or structured way and in comparison to other Group of Eight
universities, we were well behind in this space. We had an
ambitious Executive and Philanthropic Council that wanted us
to be effective immediately.

We wanted our students to understand the importance of
philanthropy and establish a lifelong philanthropic relationship
with the University. Philanthropy, giving back, becoming an
active member of community, developing skills and abilities
and building networks were identified as the key objectives of
the program.
How did we decide to do this? Through education empowerment
and inspiration.
The ANU Student Philanthropy Program has four key pillars:
1. We host philanthropic events connecting students to leading
young Australian philanthropists and social entrepreneurs to
educate them about the impact of giving & create networking
opportunities (education and inspiration).
2. We enhance a sense of community through a volunteering
program for students – donor thank-a-thons, event attendance,
alumni interviews (participation).
3. We facilitate student-led crowdfunding to teach students
how to fundraise, develop their communication and project
management skills and consolidate personal resilience
(education and empowerment)
4. We employ student as callers in the annual phone appeal
(creating philanthropic ambassadors).

Our solution was to connect with our biggest group of engaged
alumni, our current students, and to build a program around them.
The Student Philanthropy Program started within the Annual
Giving Strategy and follows the same three questions that drive
the Annual Giving Program:
1. Does this activity build a culture of philanthropy?
2. Does it make an individual feel more connected to ANU?
3. Will is result in someone giving to ANU?

Getting the Program started was no easy feat. We spent over
a year building relationships with key internal stakeholders,
including the student associations, to ensure buy-in of the
strategy and program. Whilst these discussions were happening,
The ANU Fund was created to collect gifts for areas of greatest
need and a pilot phone appeal was conducted. We deliberately
chose to employ the student callers ourselves so that we could
manage and control the relationships. This is a large outlay,
but we consider this a long-term investment. Through these
relationships we have been able to imbed stories of students
who have been impacted by philanthropy across all Annual
Giving solicitations.

Through the Program we wanted to create an opportunity for
students to make a change in the world through the action
of philanthropy. The ultimate goal - to imbed in the student
community, the expectation and a sense of duty that they will
contribute and give back.
For ANU this was a unique opportunity. We started with a clean
slate, there was no pre-existing program, communications,
marketing and brand. By partnering with the Division of Student
Life we were able to develop a program that supported and
mirrored the ANU student experience model.
We looked at models of successful student programs, but they
all seemed to point to student giving as core to success. We had
anecdotal stories of students volunteering and fundraising e.g.
Everyday Hero - so there was potential for this, but we wanted
something unique to ANU.
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$7,000 to help run an educational outreach
program for primary and secondary school
students in regional areas.
Whilst we are still in the early stages of our
student philanthropy journey, we have learned
that a student philanthropy program is a great
way to bring students into your mission. Our
participants have become great philanthropic
advocates. By framing the Program in the
way we have, we created ways for students to
philanthropically engage with ANU now rather
than waiting for them to graduate. Student
response has been strong and will only
increase as a culture of philanthropy continues
to develop.

We took the experience of the first cohort of callers and used it
to articulate the program to students more widely. Major student
events such as O’Week, Bush Week, Casual Jobs Fair and
Volunteer Fair were used to promote the Student Philanthropy
Program widely and encourage students to sign-up. We
positioned Philanthropy as a unique way that students could
learn and grow. Our tag line Philanthropy the New Black and
Join the Revolution was all about making a difference and being
part of something special. We asked students to tell us if they
could change anything in the world, what would it be to create
a promotional video. This video is played in libraries, across
campus in orientation and academic sessions.
For the University’s first Giving Day Campaign we chose a
cause that students could relate to and had positively impacted
many students’ lives - online mental health self-help programs
provided by the National Institute for Mental Heath Research.
We also gave students multiple ways to participate. What we
learned from Giving Day was that students were prepared to give
to the right cause. Donations from students ranged from $10 to
$1000 with 10% of campaign donors being students. Students
who didn’t donate chose to either volunteer or support the social
media campaign.

Our success has largely been based on the
relationships we have built – with the student
experience team, student groups, callers and
of course of students who have participated in
the Program.
The future of Program at ANU is exciting with Annual Giving
now forming part of the Alumni and Donor Relations Portfolio.
Our plans for 2017 – bring social entrepreneurs onto campus to
run workshops for our student groups; involve student volunteers
in our donor thank-a-thon calling week and alumni interview
initiative; and extend the reach of our Crowdfunding Program
to a broader student audience. The bigger vision – to connect
ANU students to young international philanthropists; commence
a discussion with high school students about philanthropy; and
host a national symposium for universities and high schools on
the importance of philanthropy. With passion, commitment and
a great idea – philanthropy can change the world.

Following 14 months of relationship building, ongoing promotion,
two phone appeals and a Giving Day campaign we were finally
ready to launch the Program with full support from the University
Executive. The Vice-Chancellor Officially launched the Student
Philanthropy Program at our first event, How you Can Change
the World. The PVC (University Experience) hosted and the DVC
(Academic) facilitated the panel discussion with three leading
young social entrepreneurs who spoke about their passion, ideas,
and commitment to changing the world through philanthropy.
The event provided students the opportunity to network and
allowed us to promote our crowdfunding platform for studentled campaigns.
We chose USEED for our crowdfunding platform as they were
prepared to work with us to develop a program specific to ANU.
Their focus is education - supporting students to learn the skills
required to fundraise. Their model is simple and they provide
a crowdfunding manager to teach the students how to run a
campaign. USEED works on a peer-to-peer approach with all
emails, updates and thank you messages facilitated by the
platform. What we found to be particularly attractive for us was
that the platform is integrated into the ANU payment gateway,
therefore donors to student crowdfunding campaigns are
effectively donors to ANU.
Our first student-led crowdfunding campaign was completed
successfully. A team of ANU student volunteers raised over
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4-7 September

Ten Great Things You Can Get
From our New Website!
www.educateplus.edu.au
L og in in to our websit e and open up a whole
world of additional member benef it s.

Non-profit Studies (ACPNS) at QUT for a member to undertake
formal studies in the Graduate Diploma of Business. (*Not
available to Associate members)
• Scholarships to attend the International Conference. (*Not
available to Associate Members)

Logging in is as simple as 1,2,3 and once
done, the system will remember your
password.
How to log in:
Click the ‘log in’ link at the top right of your screen.

2. Sharing Knowledge through the Member Forum

Click ‘Remember me’ and now each time you log in, your details
will show up.

Members are entitled to exclusive use of Educate Plus’s on-line
Member Forum, which allows you to network with other members
throughout Australia, New Zealand and Asia. Post questions and
queries and benefit from the knowledge and experience of other
Educate Plus members. The forum is located under the Member’s
Area tab.

1. Professional Development

3. Information and Communication

Enter your username; this is your first name and surname i.e.
john-brown (with a hyphen between first and second name) and
password which is your email address (all lower case).

The website lists all upcoming professional development
activities for Educate Plus members. Note: members benefit from
significantly discounted admission rates to attend all Educate
Plus events.
• Chapter Conferences (all to be held throughout 2017)
• Professional Development events
• Training courses
• Workshops
• Biennial Educate Plus International Conference (Auckland
2018)
• Special Interest Groups – Informal networking and information
exchange forums
• Grants to further members’ professional development
• Scholarship at the Australian Centre for Philanthropy and
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Click the Chapters tab to see all the latest news from your local
Chapter. This includes:

through the Educate Plus Awards program (*Not available to
Associate members).

• Quarterly Chapter e-newsletter

Award criteria are shown in this section.

• E-copies of the Face2Face Magazine

Projects undertaken from July 2016 will be eligible, so you can
begin collating information now!

• Event and Webinar invitations
• Survey results

8. Mentorship Program

4. Knowledgebank Resources
The Member’s Area of this website houses many valuable
resources including discussion papers, presentations and articles:
• Fundraising
• Marketing and Communications
• Alumni and Community Relations
• Admissions and Enrolments
• Position Descriptionsns
Note: Copies of International Conference presentations have been
categorised and uploaded for your perusal.

Members have the opportunity to join our mentorship program.
To apply to be part of this program or to learn more, click the
‘Professional Development’ tab.

9. Job’s Board

5. Training Programs
Click the Professional Development tab to view Training Courses
you may wish to consider. These cover the fundamentals
of the four Advancement pillars: Admissions; Alumni &
Community Relations; Fundraising; and Marketing &
Communications. Member discounts apply.

6. Networking
Click the ‘Find a Member’ tab in the Member section to search for
any of your 1500 colleagues. The ability to immediately connect
with other members is something that could be of great value
to you.
The system allows you to search by institution, first and last
names. Once you find who you are looking for, click ‘View’ to
show their contact details.

7. Awards
The website shows all the details and nomination forms for our
comprehensive Awards program where outstanding professionals
are recognised for their involvement and for their expertise
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The website lists all current job and career opportunities across
Australasia and the UK. This can be found under the Member’s
Area tab.

10. Marketplace
Educate Plus receives strong support from a large variety of
companies offering a diverse range of products and services that
have a real synergy with the work our members are involved in.
These companies and all they have to offer are listed in the
‘Suppliers’ Directory’ under the Marketplace tab. For ease of
use these have been categorised into the various fields in which
they operate.

Additional points to note:
Photos: Members can view the vast library of photos taken at
our various events. Simply open the ‘Member’s Area’ tab and
click ‘Photos’
Updating your details: It is important
we are kept informed of your current details. To update or edit
your details, click on ‘Update your details’ in the Members’ Area.
www.educateplus.edu.au
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Member Institutions
Mount Alvernia College QLD

CBC Fremantle WA

Geelong Grammar School VIC

Abbotsleigh NSW

Central Coast Grammar School NSW

Genazzano FCJ College VIC

Action Words VIC

Chevalier College NSW

Genesis Christian College QLD

All Saints’ College - WA WA

Christ Church Grammar School WA

Geraldton Grammar School WA

Anglican Church Grammar School
(Churchie) QLD

Christchurch Boys High School CAN

Gippsland Grammar VIC

Christian Heritage College QLD

Girton Grammar School VIC

Annandale Christian College QLD

Christ’s College - NZ CAN

Glenaeon NSW

ANU ACT

Citipointe Christian College QLD

Global Philanthropic NSW

Aquinas College WA

Clayfield College QLD

Great Southern Grammar WA

Arden Anglican School NSW

CLC VIC

Griffith University QLD

Artful Fundraising CAN

College House CAN

Guildford Grammar School WA

Ascham School NSW

Concordia SA

Haileybury College VIC

AskRIGHT QLD

Cooloola Christian College QLD

Hale School WA

Assumption College Kilmore VIC

Coolum Beach Christian College QLD

Auckland Grammar School AUK

Cornerstone College SA

Havelock North High School
Foundation HKB

Australian Catholic University NSW

Cornish College VIC

Helena College WA

Australian Council For Educational
Research VIC

Corpus Christi College WA

Hillbrook Anglican School QLD

Cranbrook School NSW

Hills Grammar School NSW

Create a Legacy Jewellery NSW

Holy Spirit College QLD
Hume Anglican Grammar School VIC

Barker College NSW

Crest Education (Hillcrest Christian
College & Rivercrest Christian
College) VIC

Beaconhills College VIC

Cromwell College QLD

Independent Schools Queensland QLD

Blueboat VIC

Current Employer State

International Grammar School NSW

Bond University QLD

Dakin Mayers & Associates VIC

Iona Presentation College WA

Brighton Grammar School VIC

Danebank Anglican School for Girls NSW

Ipswich Girls’ Grammar School QLD

Brigidine College St Ives NSW

Deakin University VIC

Ipswich Grammar School QLD

Brisbane Boys’ College QLD

Designbylook QLD

Ivanhoe Girls’ Grammar School VIC

Brisbane Catholic Education QLD

Dilworth Trust Board AUK

Ivanhoe Grammar School VIC

Brisbane Christian College QLD

Diocesan School For Girls AUK

John Colet School NSW

Brisbane Girls Grammar School QLD

Dorsal Media Pty Ltd NSW

John Paul College - QLD QLD

Brisbane Grammar School QLD

Downlands College QLD

Broughton Anglican College NSW

Educate Plus NSW

John Wollaston Anglican
Community School WA

Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School WA

Educate Plus NZ WKO

John XXIII College WA

Bundaberg Christian College QLD

Eltham College VIC

JWB&Co Pty Ltd VIC

Business Revelations QLD

Emanuel School NSW

Kambala School NSW

Calrossy Anglican School NSW

Emmanuel Catholic College WA

KCOCA AUK

Camberwell Girls’ Grammar School VIC

Emmanuel College QLD

Kilvington Grammar School VIC

Camberwell Grammar School VIC
Campitelli Consultancy VIC

Emmanuel College, The University of
Qld QLD

Kincoppal-Rose Bay School of the
Sacred Heart NSW

Canberra Girls Grammar School ACT

Emmanuel College, Warrnambool VIC

King’s Christian College QLD

Canberra Grammar School ACT

Execucare NZ WGN

King’s College, UQ QLD

Canterbury College QLD

Fahan School TAS

King’s College, Auckland AUK

Carey VIC

Faith Lutheran College - Redlands QLD

King’s School AUK

Carey Baptist College WA

Fintona Girls’ School VIC

Kingsway Christian College WA

Carey Baptist Grammar School VIC

Firbank Grammar School VIC

Kingswood College VIC

Catholic Ladies’ College VIC

Flinders Chrisitan Community
College VIC

Knox Grammar School NSW

Fort Street Foundation Inc NSW

Korowa Anglican Girls’ School VIC

Fraser Coast Anglican College QLD

Kristin School AUK

Australian Industry Trade College QLD
Australian National University ACT
Ballarat Clarendon College VIC

Catholic Schools Office Diocese of
Broken Bay NSW
Caulfield Grammar School VIC
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Immanuel Lutheran College QLD
Inaburra School NSW

Kormilda College NT
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La Salle College WA

Mount Scopus Memorial College VIC

RMIT University VIC

La Trobe University VIC

Mount St Benedict College NSW

Rockhampton Girls Grammar School QLD

Lake Joondalup Baptist College WA

Mt St Michael’s College QLD

Rockhampton Grammar School QLD

Launceston Church Grammar School TAS

Murdoch University WA

Rosebank College NSW

Lauriston Girls’ School VIC

Nambour Christian College QLD

Roseville College NSW

Leading Marketing Solutions QLD

National Art School NSW

Rouse Hill Anglican College NSW

Leonards Advertising NSW

Neutral Bay Public School NSW

Ruyton Girls’ School VIC

Lincoln College SA

Newington College NSW

Sacre Coeur VIC

Lincoln University CAN

Newman College, WA WA

Sacred Heart College WA

Lindisfarne Anglican Grammar
School NSW

Nikau Foundation WGN

Sacred Heart College Senior SA

Northside Christian College QLD

Saint Ignatius’ College SA

Lindisfarne College HKB

Northside Montessori School NSW

Saint Ignatius’ College - Adelaide SA

LISMN Pty Ltd VIC

NZ Committee AUK

Saint Ignatius College, Geelong VIC

Loreto College QLD

Oakhill College NSW

Saint Ignatius’ College, Riverview NSW

Loreto College Ballarat VIC

O’Keefe & Partners VIC

Saint Kentigern Boys’ School AUK

Loreto College Coorparoo QLD

OLSH College, Bentleigh VIC

Saint Kentigern College AUK

Loreto Kirribilli NSW

Oran Park Anglican College NSW

Saint Stephen’s College QLD

Loreto Mandeville Hall Toorak VIC

Ormiston College QLD

Samuel Marsden Collegiate School WGN

Loreto Normanhurst NSW

Ormond College VIC

Santa Maria College WA

Loreto Toorak VIC

Our Lady of Mercy College
Parramatta NSW

Santa Sabina College NSW

Luther College VIC

Our Lady of the Sacred Heart
Catholic College - NT NT

SCEGGS Darlinghurst NSW

Macleans College AUK

Overnewton College VIC

Mandurah Catholic College WA

Pacific Hills Christian School NSW

Marcus Oldham College VIC

Pacific Lutheran College QLD

Marist College Canberra ACT

Palmerston Boys’ High School MWT

Marts & Lundy, Inc VIC
Marts & Lundy, Inc. MA

Palmerston North Boys’ High
School MWT

Masada College NSW

Penrhos College WA

Mater Christi College VIC

Personal NSW

Mater Dei NSW

Perth College WA

Mater Dei College WA

Peter Moyes Anglican Community
School WA

Lowther Hall Anglican Grammar
School VIC

Melbourne Business School VIC
Melbourne Girls Grammar School VIC
Melbourne Grammar School VIC
Mentone Girls’ Grammar School VIC
Mentone Grammar School VIC
Mercedes College - SA SA
Mercedes College - WA WA
Mercy College VIC
Methodist Ladies College WA
Methodist Ladies’ College VIC
MLC School NSW
MMG Education NSW
Monivae College VIC
Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College NSW
Moreton Bay Boys’ College QLD
Moreton Bay College QLD
Moriah College NSW
Mount Alvernia College QLD
Mount Evelyn Christian School VIC
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SCECGS Redlands Limited NSW
Scone Grammar School NSW
Scotch College WA
Scotch College - Melbourne VIC
Scotch College Adelaide SA
Scotch College, Perth WA
Scots College WGN
Selwyn College AUK
SHORE School NSW
Siena College VIC
Simonds Catholic College VIC
Somerset College QLD

Photo Hendriks WA

South Coast Baptist College WA

Pittwater House NSW

Southern Cross Catholic College QLD

PLC Armidale NSW

St Aidan’s Anglican Girls’ School QLD

PLC Melbourne VIC

St Andrew’s Anglican College QLD

Prendiville Catholic College WA

St Andrew’s Cathedral School NSW

Presbyterian Ladies’ College - Perth WA

St Andrew’s College, Christchurch
NZ CAN

Presbyterian Ladies’ College Sydney NSW
Prince Alfred College SA
Prince Alfred Old Collegians’
Association SA
Pymble Ladies’ College NSW
Queenwood School for Girls NSW
Rangi Ruru Girls’ School CAN
Rangitoto College AUK
Ravenswood School for Girls NSW
Redeemer Lutheran College QLD
Redlands College QLD
Retired Fellow - Educate Plus AUK
Richmond Associates Australia NSW

St Andrew’s College, University
of Sydney NSW
St Andrews Lutheran College QLD
St Andrew’s School SA
St Augustine’s College, Sydney NSW
St Bede’s College CAN
St Bernard’s College VIC
St Catherine’s College UWA WA
St Catherine’s School NSW
St Catherine’s School - Toorak VIC
St Catherine’s School Waverley NSW
St Columba’s College VIC
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Strathcona Baptist Girls Grammar
School VIC

University of Melbourne VIC

St Francis de Sales College SA
St George Christian School NSW

Stuartholme School QLD

University of Otago OTA

St Georges College, UWA WA

Suncoast Christian College QLD

University of Queensland QLD

St Gregory’s College NSW

Sydney Boys High School NSW

University of Sydney NSW

St Hilda’s Anglican Girls School WA

Sydney High School Foundation NSW

University of Wollongong NSW

St Hilda’s College, The University
of Melbourne VIC

Takapuna Grammar School AUK

University Senior College SA

Tara Anglican School for Girls NSW

UWA WA

St Ignatius College, Riverview NSW

Tatachilla Lutheran College SA

Victoria University VIC

St John’s Anglican College QLD

tatu SA

Victoria University of Wellington WGN

St John’s College, University of
Sydney NSW

The Armidale School NSW

Victory College QLD

St John’s Grammar School SA SA

The Cathedral School of St Anne and
St James QLD

Villa Maria College CAN

ST JOSEPH’S COLLEGE NSW

The Geelong College VIC

St Joseph’s College Hunters Hill NSW

The Glennie School QLD

St Joseph’s Nudgee College QLD

The Hamilton and Alexandra College VIC

St Laurence’s College QLD

The Hutchins School TAS

St Lucy’s School NSW

The Illawarra Grammar School NSW

St Luke’s Anglican SchooL QLD

The John Berne School NSW

St Luke’s Grammar School NSW

The King’s School NSW

St Margaret’s and Berwick Grammar
School VIC

The Knox School VIC

St Margaret’s Anglican Girls School QLD

The Mailing House NSW

St Margaret’s College - NZ CAN

The Peninsula School VIC

St Mark’s Anglican School WA

The Scots College NSW

St Mark’s Church School - NZ WGN

The Southport School QLD

St Mark’s College SA

The Springfield Anglican College QLD

St Mary Star of the Sea College NSW

The University of Adelaide SA

St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School WA
St Mary’s College - TAS TAS

The University of Notre Dame
Australia WA

St Michael’s Grammar School VIC

The University of Waikato WKO

St Monica’s College VIC

Thomas Carr College VIC

St Norbert College WA

Thomas Hassall Anglican College NSW

St Patrick’s College WGN

TIGS NSW

St Patrick’s College, Ballarat VIC

Tintern Schools VIC

St Patrick’s College, Shorncliffe QLD

Toorak College VIC

St Patrick’s Technical College SA

Toowoomba Christian College QLD

St Paul’s College SA

Trinity Anglican School, White Rock QLD

St Paul’s Collegiate School - NZ WKO

Trinity Christian School ACT

St Paul’s Grammar School NSW

Trinity College Gawler River SA

St Peter’s College SA
St Peters Lutheran College QLD

Trinity College, University of
Melbourne VIC

St Peter’s Woodlands SA

Trinity Grammar School - Kew VIC

Tessa Kain CAN

St Philip’s College NT

Trinity Grammar School - NSW

Andrew McAree VIC

St Rita’s College QLD

Tyndale Christian School NSW

Ben Sarson NSW

St Stephen’s School WA

Tyndale Christian School Strathalbyn SA

Mrs Briony Tyree NSW

St Ursula’s College QLD

Unity College SA

Lisa Wilson NSW

St. Patrick’s College QLD

University Hall (University of WA) WA

Stella Maris College NSW

University of Canterbury CAN

St Cuthbert’s College AUK
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The Lakes College QLD

University of New England NSW

Waikato Diocesan School for Girls WKO
Walford Anglican School for Girls SA
Wanganui Collegiate School MWT
Wellesley College WGN
Wellington College
Wenona NSW
Wenona School NSW
Wesley College WA
Wesley College - Melbourne VIC
Wesley College - South Perth WA
West Moreton Anglican College QLD
Westbourne Grammar School VIC
Westlake Boys High School AUK
Westmisnter School SA
What’sOn Consulting Pty Ltd NSW
Whitefriars College VIC
Wilderness School SA
William Clarke College NSW
Winifred West Schools NSW
Woodleigh School VIC
Woodstock Consulting CAN
Xavier College VIC
Xavier College Foundation VIC
Xponential Philanthropy QLD
Yarra Valley Grammar VIC
Margaret Biggs NSW
Michael Braithwaite SA NSW
Barbara Hugh NSW
Karryn Johnson QLD
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Honouring our Fellows
(List as of September 2016)
Recognising long-serving and high-achieving senior members of
the profession who have made a significant contribution to our
organisation and to Advancement.
Janet Appleby

Astrida Cooper

Peter Habel

Erica Aronsten

David Cornish

Martha Halliday

Michael Atkins

Peter Crook

Alison Handmer

Rosie Aust

Bernie Curran

Murray Happ

John Bacon

John Da Cruz

Rob Hay

Ann Badger

Jackie Dalton

Joanne Haynes

Andrew Baird

Russell Davidson

Chris Henshall

Campbell Bairstow

David Day

Morag Hocknull

Sue Barratt/Carboon

James Donaghy

John Hocknull

Margo Bastow

Meredith Eddington

Christine Howard

John Benn

Gillian Farrell

Chanel Hughes

Barbara Blandy

Maxine Farrows

Tony Hume

Elizabeth Board

John Fitzgerald

Jen Hutton

Jane Bourne

Glenda Fitz-Payne

Max Hutton

Dean Bowker

Ric Fletcher

Nick Jaffer

Catherine Boyer

John Forbes

Zenda Johnson

Jo Brady

Judy Ford

Mack Jones

John Braithwaite

Martine Foster

Michael Joyce

Tony Bretherton

Vicki Fowler

Bob Keetels

Sarah Brook

Chavaune Francis

Patrick Kelly

Stewart Brook

Lynne Franke

Sharee Kinnaird

Graham Brown

Roger French

Terry Kitchen

Michael Burgess

Terry Gabbedy

Christopher Klaassen

Julie Cameron

Graeme Gardiner

John Kramer

Henry Campey

Sue Giacobbe

Carol Lancashire

Helen Carlson

Cameron Gibson

Sue Lancaster

Julie Carlton

Anna Gingell

Janice Lapwood

Wendy Carter

Kerrin Girando

Diane Lawrence

Gerri Christie

Judy Greaney

Susan Lear

Vanessa Coates*

Jill Green

John Lewis

John Collins

Sarah Gregory

Adam Liddiard

Mary Cook

Linda Griffith

Sue Lines

Marilyn Cook

Sue Felton

Rod Loneragan

Debbie Cook

Kay Fyfe

Ruston Long
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Rosemary Lukin

Martin Pitt *

Bob Sloane

Claire Mackintosh

Graeme Plummer

Gordon Stewart

Clare McAdam

Elizabeth Pont

Max Stewart

Mandy McFarland

Carolyn Prebble

Tony Stove

Graham McGregor

Ken Pride

Warren Sturgess

Ian McLean

Clare Pullar

Sally Thibault

Beryl McMillan

Michael Punch

Janice Thomas

Tracy McNamara

Kate Quinn

Michael Thornton

Catherine Marvell

Richard Quinn

Holly Thurman

Alicia Maunsell

Brian Reid

Peter Trenorden

Maria Mercuri

Kate Richardson

Mary Jane Trujillo

Jo Mulligan

Marilyn Rickard

Robert Tunchon

Denise Mohr

Peter Robertson

Natalie Van Wetering

Suzanne Moorhead

Jill Rodgers

Lea Walker-Franks

Shelagh Murray

Ted Rollinson

Tricia Walbridge

Rob Nethercote

Andrew Rowley

Paul Walsh

Trish O'Brien

Sue Russell

Alan Watkinson

Frank Opray

Bo Rutecki

Pip Warrick

David Osborne

Geoff Sauer

Stephanie West

Alex Panarese

Karen Schaumloffel

Naomi Wilde

Barbara Peatman

Gerlinde Scholz

Graham Willard

Elizabeth Pellinkhof

Mike Shearer

David Williams

Andrew Pentland

Rosemary Sheludko

Jane Williams

Bruce Perry

Robert Sim

Gavan Woinarski

John Phillips

Marilyn Simon

Graeme Woodside

*Deceased
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this list, if there have been any errors or omissions
you are invited to contact the CEO – neil@educateplus.edu.au

Supporting schools since 2007
The most powerful and affordable school events ticketing,
bookings and registrations platform in Australia with personalised
support for EVERY event.

Why teachers and parents choose TryBooking:
Australian owned & operated
Affordable pricing
Locally supported
Full data privacy, no third party marketing
Free training and refresher courses
We’ve helped over 2,500 schools Australia wide!
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Honouring those who have been
awarded the Trevor Wigney Award
1994 Peter Crook

2004 Mack Jones

2012 Marilyn Rickard

1996 Brian Reid and
Michael Thornton

2006 Clare Pullar and John Kramer

2014 Carolyn Prebble and
Diane Lawrence

2008 Henry Campey

1998 Linda Griffith

2010 Dr Alan Watkinson and
Sue Lear

2000 Ann Badger

2016 Debbie Cook

2002 Alex Panarese

2017 Chapter Conferences
VIC/TAS – 26-27 June 2017 – Brighton Grammar School VIC – Maria Mercuri: mercurmn@mlc.vic.edu.au
NZ – 24-25 August 2017 – TBC, Wellington NZ – Martine Foster: martine.foster@marsden.school.nz
SA/NT – 24-25 August 2017 – TBC, Adelaide CBD – Kaye Fyfe: fyfeka@trinity.sa.edu.au
WA – 13-14 September 2017 – TBC – Margo Bastow: bastow.margo@santamaria.wa.edu.au
QLD – 18-19 September 2017 – Anglican Church Grammar School QLD – Glenda Fitz-Payne: glendaf@brisbane.coc.edu.au
NSW/ACT – August 2017 – TBC – Grace Paraino: gparaino@loretonh.nsw.edu.au

thankQ features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CRM
Donations
Volunteers
Events
Alumni
Grants
Membership
Bequests
Pledges
Mailing
Sponsorship
Reports
Prospecting
Merchandise
Barcoding
Campaigns
Appeals
Trusts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RFM
Next Ask
Moves Rules
Campaign Manager
Donor Pyramid
Lifetime Value
ROI Analysis
Stewardship
Segment Analysis
Web Donations
Web Events
Web Mailer
Web Community
Web Merchandise
Web Client
Web Register
Web Raffle

Australia +61 (02) 8904 9755

Singapore +65 6329 9700

www.thankQ.com.au

